
 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47 (POWELL RIVER) BOARD OF EDUCATION 
Committee of the Whole 

12:00 pm, Wednesday, October 28, 2020 
SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE 

 

A G E N D A 

 
CHAIRPERSON:  R. Brewer 
 
PRESENTATIONS:  N/A 
 
 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
  
 
2. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

2.a) Adoption of Committee of the Whole Meeting Minutes dated September 23, 2020 
 
 

3. STANDING COMMITTEES 
3.a)  Education Committee 
 i) 2020/2021 Strategic Planning & Reporting (web demonstration) 
 ii) New Childcare Spaces Fund Application 
 iii)  Sunshine Coast Youth Council Proposal 
 iv)  Outdoor Strong Start Initiative Update (oral)  
 v)   Brooks Parent Teacher Interview Plan 
 
3.b) Operations Committee 
 i) Communication Planning Project Update (oral) 
 ii)  School District Inventory of Property – For information. 
   
3.c) Policy Committee 
 i) South Coast Branch Professional Development Opportunities 
 ii) Board & Superintendent Evaluation Update (oral)  
 iii) Board Annual Work Plan (for information) 
  

 
4. OTHER ITEMS 

4.a) Prospective correspondence to Tla’amin Nation (A. Reid) 
4.b) Expectations for communications received in our capacity as Trustees (D. Lawson) 

 
  
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47 (POWELL RIVER) 
BOARD OF EDUCATION – COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

12:00 pm, Wednesday, September 23, 2020 
SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE 

 
                             MINUTES 

 
 
 
 
Present: Aaron Reid (Chair), Doug Skinner, Dale Lawson, Russell Brewer, Jackie Timothy 
 
Also in attendance: Jay Yule, Steve Hopkins, Allison Burt, Kristen Brach 
 
 
 
PRESENTATIONS  
 
B. Rounis and K. Sayer – Waste Management & Recycling Initiative 
J. Yule introduced staff and reminded trustees of the initiative being pursued by staff in response to the 
student presentation in June, 2020ergarding waste management at Brooks. 
 
K. Sayer spoke to the real and perceived barriers to implementing a system similar to what is currently in 
place at the local Recreation Complex. 
 
B. Rounis spoke to a cultural shift needed within the school and the potential opportunity for the 
student environmental advocacy group in the ongoing education of fellow students and staff. 
 
The initiative is still in the early stages of implementation with a number of pieces required before 
implementation can occur. 
 
 
G. Roberts & R. Ashcroft MNP Auditors – 2019/2020 Audited Financial Statements – Via Zoom 
G. Roberts and R. Ashcroft, MNP Auditors presented for Trustees, their draft audit findings and report, 
as well, spoke briefly to the financial statements and statement notes. 
 
 
1. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 

Moved: D. Skinner 
Seconded:  D. Lawson 
 
THAT the agenda be adopted as presented: 

 
Status:   Carried 
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2. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
       2.a)     N/A 

 
 
 
3. STANDING COMMITTEES 

3.a) Education Committee 
 i)  Early Learning Programming 

J. Yule outlined for Trustees, prospective plans with respect to the delivery of Strong 
Start programs for 2020-2021 as follows: 
 

 Using a virtual model for now in order to reduce the number of people in school 
facilities. 

 Continuing with the Orca Bus Outreach Program. 

 Exploring the potential of onsite outdoor programming on school fields and using 
various outdoor spaces. 

 Awaiting confirmation form the Ministry of Education, re:  funding contracts given 
the proposed alternate delivery. 
 

 
 After concluding the discussion about Strong Start delivery, J. Yule then reported on his 

attendance at the most recent committee meeting for Community Childcare Spaces.  It was 
reported that the Committee is interested in the School District taking the lead in applying 
for capital funding in support of adding spaces to various school sites. 

 
 It was recommended to support a motion for a Board application for Capital Funding for 

onsite daycares and that it be brought forward to the October 2020 regular meeting. 
 
 

3.b) Operations Committee 
i) 2019/2020 Draft Financial Statements 

 S. Hopkins provided an overview of the financial statements to supplement the earlier 
presentation made by the auditors.  
 
It was recommended that a motion to adopt the financial statements as they were 
presented, be brought forward for to the October 2020 regular meeting. 

 
 

ii) 2020/2021 Amended Budget Consideration – Safe Return to School Grants 
S. Hopkins spoke to a number of potential initiatives as outlined and proposed in the 
agenda package. It was also noted that unrestricted surplus reserves could be used to 
support any initiatives that may prove to be in excess of the provincial and federal 
special grant funds. 

 
 

3.c) Policy Committee 
i) Board Evaluation – Sample Process 

S. Hopkins and J. Yule spoke to a number of different ways in which the evaluation could be 
performed. After some discussion it was recommended that administration pursue what 
services could be provided by the BCSTA in the context of COVID.  The information once 
received, will be brought back to a Committee of the Whole Meeting. 
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ii)   Superintendent Evaluation – Sample Process 
 This will be explored in tandem with the Board evaluation. 

 
 

iii) South Coast Branch Professional Development Opportunities – D. Lawson 
D. Lawson spoke briefly to a number of professional development ideas for the South 
Coast meeting to be held via zoom sometime in the next week. 

 
 

iv) Board Meeting Agenda Format – D. Lawson  
D. Lawson expressed interest in place holding time in the spring for a stakeholder 
engagement.  She also spoke to an interest in seeing more Board involvement in the 
agenda and meeting structure with an aim to finding ways to be better engaged. 

 
 

v)   Board Meeting Calendar – COTW Meeting Chair 
Calendar set as presented including a rotation of meeting Chairs. 

 
 

vi) Board Annual Work Plan  
For information. 

 
 

vii) BCSTA Covid-19 Working Group Survey 
A. Reid spoke briefly to a BCSTA survey requesting Board feedback on a number of items. 

 
Chair and Superintended to draft a response on behalf of the Board. 

 
 

4. OTHER COMMITTEES 
   N/A  
 
5. OTHER BUSINESS 
 N/A  
 

ADJOURNMENT 
 

 
There being no further business: 
 
Moved: D. Skinner 
 
THAT the Committee of the Whole Meeting adjourn at 2:00 pm. 
 
Status:   Carried 

 
 
 
A. Reid S. Hopkins 
Chairperson Secretary-Treasurer                    
 
SH/ac                                                                                                                                                                                   
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“THE BEST EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS 

ARE THE ONES THAT SEAMLESSLY 

INTEGRATE LEARNING AND CARE.  THEY 

GO BEYOND BASIC CHILD-MINDING AND 

PROVIDE EXPERIENCES THAT SUPPORT 

CHILDREN’S HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT AND 

LEARNING.” -  IVANOVA, 2015,  P.  11
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Executive Summary
The Region-wide Childcare Planning Project emerges from years of dedicated grassroots 
work, and marks the first time childcare planning has been taken up locally at a municipal 
and regional government level.  Funded by a grant from the Union of British Columbia 
Municipalities, it enables the qathet Regional District to join a number of regions throughout 
this province in strategically thinking through childcare planning in our communities.  The 
project provides the opportunity to engage parents, guardians, and childcare providers 
throughout the region; examine local and other data and research related to this issue; gain 
an understanding of the current childcare needs; project needs and capacity into the future; 
and develop a ten-year plan for addressing our childcare challenges.

The report begins with a ready-to-launch region-wide childcare plan comprised of 
immediately actionable items at a local level that can make a big difference towards easing 
some of the strain families and childcare providers are currently facing.  The remainder of 
the report includes extensive detail about the current state of childcare, needs assessment, 
and a holistic ten-year childcare plan to be coordinated by the Social Planner.
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With licensed childcare available for only an estimated 15.3% of children aged 0-12 in the 
qathet Regional District (qRD), families and childcare providers are struggling.  While the 
burden of addressing this challenge typically falls to parents/guardians, it is felt by all of 
us: A lack of early childhood education effects early childhood development (with impacts 
throughout the lifespan), gender equity (with impacts on family poverty), and economic 
development (with impacts on productivity).   Vulnerable families are hardest hit when 
quality childcare is unavailable, and the lack of quality childcare then contributes to the 
higher numbers of at-risk children by kindergarten-age in the qRD when compared to other 
regions in BC.  Investing in early years is an investment in the health and wellbeing of our 
community over the long term.

With only 429 childcare spaces in the region and with an estimated 2800 children living 
here - and at least 105 to 180 children currently on waitlists for care in this region - the 
current demand is already high.  41.2% of parents/guardians surveyed are relying on 
informal, ad hoc solutions to their childcare challenges.  

In order to meet the current need childcare space availability for 50% of families is 
recommended – which translates to approximately 1,350 affordable quality spaces. This 
increase requires the addition of 921 spaces and roughly 131 additional qualified ECEs in 
the qRD, with a 1% increase every three years.  This ambitious target is in line with other 
communities that have put forward universal childcare strategies (see Alberni-Clayoquot 
Regional District, 2019).  Importantly, a holistic approach to childcare planning would also 
include supports for parents/guardians who prefer to care for their children in-home, which 
could substantially reduce this number, particularly for infants and toddlers, where there is 
the greatest demand for childcare.

Families in the region emphasized quality and choice as the important issues. However, due 
to lack of options, they often find themselves making childcare decision based on availability 
- not quality and choice.  Therefore, a comprehensive and responsive region-wide plan will 
include:

 »  the recruitment and retention of ECEs, 
 » the creation of new childcare spaces, 
 » affordability and accessibility, and 
 » strategies to support parents/guardians to care for their children. 

41.2% OF PARENTS/GUARDIANS 

SURVEYED ARE RELYING ON 

INFORMAL, AD HOC SOLUTIONS 

TO THEIR CHILDCARE 

CHALLENGES
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The qRD is well positioned to successfully implement this aspirational plan because of:

 » the data that has been compiled (over many years) locally and internationally to support 
meaningful investment in early years, 

 » the structural support that now exists for this project locally (a full time Social Planner 
for whom this is a central commitment, who reports to all three local governments, and 
who is supported by three advisory committees), 

 » the meaningful support this initiative is already receiving from our elected provincial and 
federal leaders, and 

 » the alignment of our provincial recommendations with those of other regions 
throughout BC, strengthening advocacy for a robust provincial response to the childcare 
crisis throughout the province (and replicated across Canada).

The qRD Social Planner’s portfolio appropriately recognizes early years, housing, poverty 
reduction, and social cohesion as inextricably linked.  Addressing all four of these important 
social determinants of health simultaneously demonstrates a progressive approach to 
childcare planning that prioritizes sustainability and quality over quick fixes.

The Ten-year Region-wide Childcare Plan strives to address the childcare challenges families 
are facing by working to continue to build on existing strengths:

 » The plan begins with some immediately actionable items that can set the stage for 
future successes, such as eliminating barriers through bylaw adjustments, applying for 
infrastructure funding for new childcare spaces, and continuing to support local intakes 
of ECEC students at VIU.  

 » It moves to more concerted efforts towards increasing childcare options with a 
networked approach of additional spaces throughout the region. 

 » Finally, it ambitiously pushes for universal childcare throughout the qRD.  All of this 
includes provincial advocacy in alignment with that of other regions.

429 (15.3%) of the 
qathet region’s 2800 
children have access 
to childcare spaces.

An additional 921 
spaces are needed 
in order to meet the 
needs 50% of the 
families in qathet.
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Introduction
The qathet Regional District (qRD)* is 
celebrated for its quality of life with 
accessible social services, extensive 
education opportunities, and thriving 
children and families (City of Powell River, 
2014).  This is a beautiful place to live with 
access to the ocean, the Sunshine Coast 
Trail, the back country, and so much more.  
Many people choose to live here for the 
beauty and quality of life. Beneath the 
surface, however, people are scrambling.  

Childcare has become a crisis in our 
communities, with licensed care available 
for an estimated 15.4% of children aged 
0-12 in the region.  Research shows 
that the early years are vital for healthy 
development throughout the lifespan 
(Bakken, Brown, & Downing, 2017), and 
that good quality early childhood services 
are good for children in the here and 
now and also support lifelong “health, 
educational, and social outcomes” (Human 
Early Learning Partnership, 2012, p. 1). 

CHILDCARE HAS BECOME A CRISIS 

IN OUR COMMUNITIES, WITH 

LICENSED CARE AVAILABLE FOR AN 

ESTIMATED 15.3% OF CHILDREN 

AGED 0-12 IN THE REGION.

Furthermore, “about 23,000 families [in 
Canada] —many of them single-parent 
families—would be lifted out of poverty 
after the introduction of an expanded ECE 
program” (Craig, Beckman, Macdonald, 
Renner, & Stewart, 2017, p. iv).  The United 
Nations Convention on the rights of the 
child highlights the rights of children in the 
early years.  This requires governments 
to “develop an integrated approach to 
supporting families” – including taxation, 
benefits, housing, and employment 
structures (HELP, 2012, p. 1).  A cost-
benefit analysis indicates a return-on-
investment of $3.62 for each dollar 
invested in ECE from 2018 to 2050 – if 
enrollment in Canada reaches the OECD 
average (Craig et al, 2017).

Parents/guardians care deeply about quality 
experiences for their young children.  But 
due to few options, they – along with 
childcare providers, friends, extended 
family, employers, and others – struggle 
to find a way to provide for their families.  

*Throughout this document, where the ‘region’ or ‘qRD’ is referenced, it is inclusive of the City of Powell River, the 
Tla’amin Nation, and the qathet Regional District
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Increased costs of living require more adults 
to work more hours per week, and the 
burden of this combination of factors often 
falls most heavily on women - leading to 
stress in the here and now, and high rates 
of poverty among women in older age.

In these ways, our region is not unique.  
Throughout the province and across the 
country similar scenarios are playing out.  
Citizens and governments are recognizing 
some of the root causes of these challenges 
and the need for coordinated solutions.

This report marks the qathet Regional 
District’s foray into joining a growing 
number of communities in this 
conversation.  It examines the current 
situation families in our region are facing 
and the projected childcare needs looking 
ahead ten years.  Drawing from promising 
practices locally and in other parts of 
British Columbia and Canada, it proposes 
strategies for addressing these challenges, 
with primary attention to quality and choice 
for families.  Delivering quality and choice 
will require 1) recruiting and retaining Early 
Childhood Educators, 2) creating new 
spaces, 3) affordability and accessibility, and 

4) supporting parents/guardians to care 
for their own children.  While the project 
has a regional focus – and starts there - it 
requires coordinated action across all three 
levels of local government and provincial 
and federal governments in order for 
meaningful change to occur.  This project is 
just one component of a broader strategic 
plan developed by the Powell River Early 
Years Planning Table (EYPT) (2018).  In 
2019 an opportunity arose to apply for 
a provincial grant through the Union of 
British Columbian Municipalities (UBCM), 
and the EYPT submitted an application 
for our region – to be implemented by the 
Social Planner who was hired in 2019.  The 
application was successful.  

And perhaps that is how this region is 
unique.  With parents, guardians, and 
professionals who have been researching 
and advocating this issue for years; a 
Social Planner who is addressing childcare 
in connection with other social issues 
(housing, poverty, and social cohesion); 
functional working relationships among 
all three local governments around 
these matters; and dedicated support 
from our elected provincial and federal 

Case study A: Jane’s Story
Jane is a parent of three children 
under six.  She and her partner 
moved to the qRD a year and a half 
ago, specifically because of childcare 
challenges; they have family here 
who can help to lighten the load.  

Throughout this report, her story will 
appear in orange textboxes like this 
to help illustrate how the ideas being 
discussed can impact families in our 
region.

Case study B: Aja’s Story
Aja is a qualified ECE.  She is 

committed to providing quality 
care that centers positive 

experiences for children, but 
has encountered many logistical 

hurdles in pursuing this dream.  

Throughout this report, her story 
will appear in beige textboxes 

like this to help illustrate how the 
ideas being discussed can impact 
childcare providers in our region.
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representatives – we are well-positioned to 
take bold steps towards child- and family-
centered community planning.

The project team for this Region-wide 
Childcare Planning Project was comprised 
of Meriko Kubota (Social Planner), 
Marlane Christensen (consultant) and 
Janet Newbury (consultant), with active 
support from the Early Years Advisory 
Committee (EYAC, a small cohort of the 
EYPT).  The methodology included a 
community engagement strategy as well 
as extensive research, both of which are 
outlined in Appendix A.  Many of the 
recommendations are based on promising 
practices already taking place locally 
and elsewhere; these can be found in 
Appendix F. The foundation of work already 
implemented in the region related to 
childcare planning is outlined in Appendix 
G. 

The report starts by outlining a ready-
to-launch region-wide childcare plan 
for local governments, organizations, 
and individuals to begin to implement 
immediately.  It then moves into the 
more detailed report including community 
engagement findings, research results, and 
phased plan for the Social Planner moving 
forward.

It is important to begin by emphasizing 
that quality childcare is about much more 
than enabling parents to work.  “The best 
early childhood programs are the ones that 
seamlessly integrate learning and care. They 
go beyond basic child-minding and provide 
experiences that support children’s healthy 
development and learning” (Ivanova, 2015, 
p. 11).  This is not to advocate out-of-
home childcare over caring for one’s own 
children, but rather to advocate choice for 
families - and to ensure quality is central 
to the conversation regardless of people’s 
childcare choices.

INCREASED COSTS OF LIVING 

REQUIRE MORE ADULTS TO WORK 

MORE HOURS PER WEEK, AND THE 

BURDEN OF THIS COMBINATION 

OF FACTORS OFTEN FALLS MOST 

HEAVILY ON WOMEN - LEADING TO 

STRESS IN THE HERE AND NOW, 

AND HIGH RATES OF POVERTY 

AMONG WOMEN IN OLDER AGE.
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There are currently provincial funding opportunities for both ECE wages and new childcare 
spaces – both of which are significant components of a holistic approach to childcare 
planning, and can support the broader vision of this report with immediate action at a local 
level.  In order to maximize the potential for these gains locally and to ease the immediate 
child care crisis, as a first step to region-wide childcare planning, three key actions can pave 
the way for the broader vision set out through the remainder of this report.

1 
Ready-to-launch Region-wide 
Childcare Plan

INFRASTRUCTURE FAIR WAGES INCREASE CAPACITY
APPLY FOR PROVINCIAL NEW 

SPACES FUNDING
NEGOTIATE COMPETITIVE 

WAGES FOR QUALIFIED 
PROVIDERS

FUND A NEW COHORT OF 
ECE WORKERS
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Apply for provincial New 
Spaces funding

 » Negotiate competitive wages of $20-
25/hr for qualified childcare providers

 » Apply for WorkBC’s Project-Based 
Labour Market Training grant or another 
suitable grant to fund the next cohort 
of local ECEC students. 

 » Apply for provincial New Spaces 
funding

The provincial government is currently 
offering infrastructure funding for licensed 
childcare spaces, at up to $3 million.  The 
uptake on these grants has been increasing 
and fast action is needed not to miss this 
opportunity.  

The recommended approach – based on 
the research presented throughout this 
report – is as follows:

1. School District 47 would be 
approached to partner with the City of 
Powell River and the qathet Regional 
District to apply for the provincial 
funding (with support from the Early 
Years Planning Table and Social 
Planner). 

2. The proposal will include the following 
new spaces:

 » Renovations to support quality 
childcare spaces at: the Northside 
Community Recreation Center 
(Lund), Texada Elementary School, 
Kelly Creek Community School and 
Lasquetti.  Any changes proposed at 
any other community/neighbourhood 
where a facility upgrade is being 
considered - should be carried out in 
consultation with the community and 
with consideration of accommodating 
current uses of the space. 

 » Pre-fabricated licensed childcare 
spaces located near the hospital/
Recreation Complex, and at James 
Thomson, Edgehill, and Henderson 
schools. 

 » Pre-fabricated licensed childcare 
spaces located: near major employers 
or organizations who show interest 
(such as First Credit Union, Townsite 
mall).

3. Access to outdoor/natural spaces will 
be considered, as will flexible times 
and the other needs identified in the 
report below, in the development of 
the proposal. 

Once infrastructure is built, a next step 
would be for the new spaces to be 
networked in a way that is supportive 
to childcare providers and families.  For 
instance: administration of subsidies, 
provision of on-call workers, and scheduling 
could be coordinated in a way that is 
responsive to community need and 
increases accessibility.  A potential approach 
would be to follow the model of Growing 
Our Future Childcare Co-op (based in 
Port-aux-Basques Newfoundland, with 
support from their local Credit Union).  See 
Appendix F for detail. 

The application for the Childcare BC 
New Spaces Fund should be submitted 
immediately.  (See https://www2.gov.bc.ca/
gov/content/family-social-supports/caring-
for-young-children/running-daycare-
preschool/childcare-new-spaces-fund.)

THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 

IS CURRENTLY OFFERING 

INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING 

FOR LICENSED CHILDCARE 

SPACES,  AT UP TO $3 MILLION.  
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Negotiate competitive 
wages of $20-25/hr 
for qualified childcare 
providers
The provincial government has topped 
up ECE wages by $1, and will do so 
again in April, 2020.  This does not 
adequately address the low wages of 
this highly qualified position.  Recently, 
some unionized and non-unionized not-
for-profit organizations have successfully 
negotiated with the provincial government 
to achieve competitive wages for their 
workers.  The pay grid – varying depending 
on qualifications and responsibilities – 
ranges from $20 to $25 dollars an hour.  
Additionally, some childcare facilities 
(including Sechelt Nation’s childcare facility, 
Tla’amin’s Child Development Resource 
Center, and inclusion Powell River) offer 
unionized environments for their workers, 
which helps with retention of qualified staff.  
Here is one example from the Growing 
Together Child and Parent Society: http://
former.bcgeu.ca/growing-together-child-
and-parent-society.

The proposed partnership identified above 
(School District 47, City of Powell River, 
qathet Regional District) would be well-
positioned to negotiate fair wages for 
workers within the proposed networked 
approach to region-wide childcare planning 
– with support from the Early Years 
Planning Table and the Social Planner. 

Apply for WorkBC’s 
Project-Based Labour 
Market Training grant or 
another suitable grant to 
fund the next cohort of 
local ECEC students
In order for new spaces to be operational, 
more Early Childhood Educators are 
needed in the qRD.  Recruiting ECEs can 
happen in a number of ways, but one that is 
immediately actionable is to support a new 

intake of ECEC students at the Powell River 
VIU campus.

Work BC’s Project-Based Labour Market 
Training grant can provide funding for a 
cohort of students if graduates are assured 
work based on labour market research 
and if there is some evidence wages are 
trending upward.  This can provide funding 
for a cohort of on-campus students in 
a certificate ECEC program if there are 
guarantees that they can be employed 
upon graduation.  In addition to the 
certificate courses, this grant can include 
other supports for learners.  The Infant 
Toddler courses and Special Needs courses 
are available online and could be taken by 
graduates of VIU’s basic certificate.

Tla’amin’s Child Development Resource 
Center has recently submitted a proposal 
for the provincial New Spaces funding, and 
will find out imminently if it is successful.  If 
so, the 75 new childcare spaces that will be 
created would be enough to support a new 
intake of ECEC students at VIU through this 
funding source.

VIU, with support of the Tla’amin Child 
Development Resource Center and from 
the Early Years Planning Table and Social 
Planner, should apply for the WorkBC 
grant for a fully funded intake of ECEC 
students at the earliest opportunity. https://
www.workbc.ca/Employment-Services/
Community-and-Employer-Partnerships/
Project-Based-Labour-Market-Training.
aspx  This will ensure a ready workforce for 
new spaces as they are developed.

We begin with this ready-to-launch region-
wide childcare plan because it involves 
immediately actionable items at a local level 
that can make a big difference towards 
easing some of the strain families and 
childcare providers are currently facing.  
The remainder of this report includes detail 
about the current state of childcare, the 
need, and a holistic ten-year childcare plan 
to be coordinated by the Social Planner.
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Input from community members was 
sought between November 1 and 
December 10, 2019 in the following ways: 

 » Parent/guardian survey and focus 
groups

 » Childcare provider survey and focus 
group

 » ECEC student survey

Additionally, interviews were conducted 
with six content experts (SD47’s Early 
Learning Coordinator, VCH’s Childcare 
Licensing Officer, the Child Care Resource 
and Referral consultant, the coordinator 
of VIU’s Powell River Human Service 
programs, one parent facing childcare 

challenges, and one Early Childhood 
Educator), and elected leaders at four 
levels of government (City of Powell River, 
qRD, provincial Member of Legislative 
Assembly, and federal Member of 
Parliament).  These conversations provided 
important contextual information, informed 
development of surveys and focus groups, 
and led to particular recommendations in 
this report.

2 
Community 
Engagement Findings
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What we heard from 
parents/guardians 
Who participated in the parent/
guardian survey and what they 
currently experience
182 parents or guardians participated in 
the survey, representing approximately 
314 children aged 0-12.  There were 
respondents from every area of the qathet 
Regional District, as visualized above. At 
the time of survey completion, 49.2% of 
respondents were accessing some form of 
licensed childcare.  4% did not yet require 
childcare, and 5.6% indicated they do not 
need support with childcare.  The remaining 
41.2% of respondents were using a range 
of informal, unlicensed, and ad hoc forms 
of childcare including: a friend, relative, 
or babysitter; one parent staying home; 
unlicensed care in someone else’s home 
(relative or otherwise); and turn-taking 
with other families.  63.9% of respondents 
indicated they used the approaches they 

did because it was either the best or only 
available option.  

Importantly, 81% of respondents answered 
“yes” (37.6%) or “somewhat” (43.4%) to 
the question: Does/Did your arrangement 
with your childcare provider meet your 
requirements?  Most respondents were 
satisfied with the location and quality of 
care they accessed, but the hours and cost 
were less satisfactory.

Families face a number of childcare 
challenges as articulated in the graph on 
page 19.

Other challenges were also high ranking 
(between 7 and 53 respondents) including 
arranging care for more than one child, 
transportation, getting the extra support 
needed, culturally appropriate care, 
dependable care, and finding temporary 
care.  The vast majority of respondents 
(168) rely on private vehicle for 
transportation. 

61

20

20

17

16

15

10

10
9 21

Parent/Guardian Survey Geography
182 Survey Responses Westview 61

Wildwood 20

South of town 20

Grief Point 17

Townsite 16

Cranberry 15

North of town 10

Lasqueti Island 10

Tla'Amin 9

Texada Island 2

Savary Island 1
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What parents/guardians want
53.3% of respondents said they do not 
believe there is adequate childcare in their 
community.

In order of preference, survey respondents 
state they would prefer to have childcare 
near a school, then near their workplace, 
and last was near where they live.  Key 
exceptions to this are the more rural areas: 
Texada, Lasqueti, North of town, and South 
of town – having childcare in each of these 
locations is important.  

Several respondents stated they are more 
concerned with quality than location.  
Respondents offered additional important 
elements of location (connected with 
quality) such as having childcare near a park 

or natural spaces.  Near the hospital was 
also suggested.  Some respondents also 
indicate time of day and more flexible hours 
are also more important than location.

The two most in-demand times of 
care by respondents are weekends 
(95 respondents) and flexible care (94 
respondents).  Also, statutory holidays, 
after-school care, part-time care, early 
mornings, and late evenings are in high 
demand.  81% of respondents indicated 
that their current arrangement either meets 
their requirements or somewhat meets their 
requirements.  

Respondents would prefer to see a variety 
of childcare facilities throughout the region 
– including those in public buildings and 
family-run home-based facilities – rather 

CHILDCARE CHALLENGES
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Top 5 childcare challenges identified by 182 survey respondents
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than one large facility.  Some respondents 
like the idea of having various ages under 
the same roof, but still prefer smaller groups 
of children.  Natural spaces and outdoor 
play/learning (not just playgrounds) are 
priorities for several people, culturally 
appropriate care, and more options in 
terms of time of day and ages of children 
(particularly need more for infant-toddler).  
The need for support in accessing childcare 
subsidies as well as appropriate care (and 
related resources) for children with special 
needs were also highlighted.

Several respondents mentioned the 
importance of looking at supporting 
families and young children in more ways 
than childcare.  Thinking systemically 
about how communities are organized – 
and the policies and funding structures 
at play – was repeatedly pointed out by 
parents/guardians (see side panel).  Out-of-
home childcare is not the only important 
consideration when addressing this issue: 
supporting parents/guardians to care for 

their children at home if this is their choice 
should also be prioritized.

Additional insights from parent/guardian 
focus groups

Recognizing the diversity of experiences 
among families throughout this region, 
area-specific focus groups were also hosted 
in order to a) deepen understanding of 
the complexities that may be at play for 
parents/guardians in relation to childcare, 
and b) clarify differences among what 
families in different areas experience and 
hope for.  A total of 17 people participated 
in parent/guardian focus groups.  While 
this is not a high number, the stories 
and insights shared were invaluable to 
this process.  In particular, these focus 
groups were insightful in helping identify 
some regional differences when it comes 
to childcare barriers and opportunities.  
Experiences and needs related to childcare 
are very different for families living within 
the municipality as compared to those living 

Case study A: Jane’s Story
Because he was already working and I’m just entering into the workforce now, 
it feels like it’s always on me every week to call people, figure out childcare, and 
return the favour if someone offers support for free. Even though he’s a really 
supportive partner, it seems like this still often falls to the parent who was home 
with the kids first to sort out. I am currently a student, and it’s really hard to find 
well-paid part-time work.  I just got offered a job and they said I can do part-time, 
which is great!  We worked it out so we don’t go up an income threshold … my 
partner dropped a day of work to take care of the kids.  Employer flexibility really 
makes a big difference – and we are both lucky to have that.  

So for childcare, my partner is taking one day, his parents do two other days, I 
do two days, and my brother-in-law helps out.  It works but honestly if we didn’t 
have family or friends it would be impossible.  We actually moved here because 
of family support with childcare.   Having flexible employers and a supportive 
partner are crucial too.  We’ve also made a lot of good friends here and we trust 
each other’s parenting styles.  We’ve met a lot of people through play groups – 
like Strong Start and pre-school – this helps us build our informal network, which 
we really love.  We pick up and drop off for each other – those are some ways we 
make it work.  

“
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in the more rural areas of the qRD.  Please 
see Appendix B for detailed summaries of 
responses and concrete suggestions from 
each focus group. 

Overall, it is clear that there are a range 
of needs, assets, and lifestyles throughout 
this region, and childcare experiences 
are not uniform.  Rural living brings with 
it supportive informal networks, but also 

additional barriers to accessing quality 
childcare.  Quality, affordability, flexibility, 
and choice are important for parents 
and guardians – and structural support is 
necessary for this to be realized.  

“ I  am a single parent of 
a special needs child 
and finding quality, 
affordable care has 

been a major challenge… 
While I am grateful 

there is financial aid for 
childcare, both programs 
were/are so complicated 
and hard to access that 
most care providers wil l 

not accept it.”

“I agree with those who 
speak about NOT focusing 
as much on childcare but 
more the abil ity to NOT 

need it, IE: better maternity 
leave, benefits, etc.”

““In our family, my 
abil ity to secure 
employment has 

been contingent on 
securing childcare. 
There is a gender 

bias to this, as well , 
as my (male) partner 
makes significantly 
more money, and 
the implied trade-
off is that having 

the lower-paid job 
I would be staying 

home more with our 
kids. I ’m definitely 
not alone in this 
experience. It ’s 

frustrating.”
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What we heard from 
childcare providers 
Who participated in the childcare 
provider survey and what they 
currently experience
26 childcare providers participated in the 
survey, 76% of whom are currently working 
in the field.  Respondents were fairly spread 
out over the qRD (though there were 
none on Savary Island or in Cranberry). 
Most (23.8%) were in Westview.  Over 
half (52.3%) were located in residential 
buildings.  

15 respondents are working as ECEs or 
ECE Assistants (employees) others manage 
or run facilities and/or have Responsible 
Adult training.  Several respondents have 
specializations:

- Special needs specialization (10)
- Infant-toddler specialization (6)
- Aboriginal specialization (2)

Waitlists ranged in length from no waitlist 
to over two years – with 50% falling in 
the six months to two years range.  They 
ranged in size from no children to over 15 
children – with 64.7% having waitlists of 
six children or greater.  While definitive 
numbers of children currently on waitlists 
in the region are not accessible, survey 
data indicates there were at least 105-180 
children on waitlists for licensed care in 
the region in November 2019.  It is almost 
certain that the numbers are greater.

The vast majority of respondents are 
not able to offer care before 6 am (15 
respondents), after 7 pm (12 respondents), 
overnight (13 respondents), or weekend 

care (13 respondents).  Interestingly, more 
are willing/able to offer flexible/on call care 
(9 respondents), and care for children who 
require additional support (12 respondents). 

The major sources of funding accessed 
by respondents are childcare operating 
funding/base funding (11 respondents) 
and the ECE wage enhancement (10 
respondents).  Most (13 respondents) 
also provide service to families eligible for 
the Affordable Childcare benefit offered 
through the Province of BC – though some 
did not and some were not sure. Likewise 
(12 respondents) access support from the 
Supported Child Development Program, 
while some did not and some were not 
sure.  

The majority (75%) of respondents rated 
their job satisfaction as either excellent or 
very good. 

50% 50% of childcare wait lists in the quathet regional
district fall between the six months to two years range.

58% Of childcare providers do not

provide care before 6 AM

46% Of childcare providers do not

provide care after 7PM

50% Of childcare providers do not

provide care overnight or on

weekends

Childcare availability
Childcare availability varies by day of week and time of day
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 “They should look at ways they can help 
support childcare in rural areas which 
may have a large fluctuation in the 
population of children...if there was 
some financial help to buffer some of 
the fluctuation, then perhaps ECEs 
would take a chance on starting 
programs because they know it will 
survive the fluctuations.”

 “Provide funding or a space 
for ECEs to open their own 
room. Eg: the church that was 
for sale would have been a 
perfect place for the city to 
rent out rooms for ECEs to 
open a childcare program.”

“As a single operator, more 
adult bodies are needed to 
support vulnerable families 
and children. More 
(preferably free) training.”

“We need to address the 
root of the crisis and look 
at staffing - education, 
wages, and retention 
before we look at 
increasing spaces.”

“Create a childcare co-op kind 
of thing. As a single operator, 
you can never take time off - 
a casual list would be a great 
start. We need monthly get 
togethers to exchange ideas, 
for training, and for 
connection.”

26 childcare providers participated in the 
survey, 76% of whom are currently working 
in the field. Here is what they said...
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What childcare providers want
When asked if they were interested 
in expanding, 50% said either yes or 
maybe.  They said key ways the region 
could support the access to childcare are: 
being a community champion and leader 
for childcare needs (17 respondents), 
considering requesting developer provision 
of childcare spaces as part of new high-
density housing developments and/or major 
projects (13 respondents), considering 
utilizing tax incentive legislation, if 
applicable, to encourage childcare space 
development (13 respondents), providing 
childcare space in a publicly-owned facility 
(12 respondents), and updating zoning and 
business regulations (9 respondents).  

In response to the question “what would 
increase your capacity to support children 
who require additional support or for 
vulnerable families?” the two most common 
responses were 1) more trained adults in 
the community and 2) more space.  

Respondents’ ideas about how the region 
can address childcare challenges fell into 
four key themes: 

 » more training for ECEs
 » higher wages for ECEs 
 » access to affordable space (potentially 
through non-profit partnerships)

 » eliminating barriers (financial and policy) 
to opening and operating facilities 

More training for

Early Childhood

Educators

Higher wages for

Early Childhood

Educators

Eliminate barriers

to opening and

operating new

facilities

Access to

affordable space

FOUR SOLUTIONS WERE PUT FORWARD BY 
CHILDCARE PROVIDERS IN THE REGION

“UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS OF EMPLOYEES 

WITHOUT FAIR PAY.   ECE EMPLOYEES ARE BEING 

OVERWORKED DUE TO SUCH HIGH DEMAND.”
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ECEC student survey responses
In addition to the online survey for 
childcare providers, an additional survey 
was distributed to the current cohort of 
ECEC students at the Powell River campus 
of VIU in order to learn more about their 
career aspirations.  12 people responded to 
this survey, 11 of whom expect to graduate 
with either a certificate or a diploma 
between December 2020 and December 
2021 (one is unsure).  

Seven respondents plan to work as an ECE 
immediately upon graduation and stay in 
the qRD.  Four do not anticipate barriers 
to finding work in the short term.  Others 
identified the following barriers to being 
employed as an ECE in the region in the 
short term:

 » low wages (4)
 » lack of benefits and pensions (4)
 » few full-time positions (3)
 » age discrimination (1)
 » competition for limited employment (1)

All but two respondents were aware of 
the demand for specializations, and some 
intend to seek the following:

 » special needs specialization (4)
 » infant-toddler specialization (3)
 » Aboriginal specialization (2)

When asked about their career aspirations 
in five to ten years: 

 » One respondent hopes to still work in 
the same childcare center (if working 
conditions are good)

 » Seven plan to move on to a different 
career and/or a different community

 » Four are unsure or didn’t respond

Ten respondents expect they may return 
to school for further studies, several of 
whom intend to move on to other fields – 
such as Child and Youth Care or Education.  
One respondent sees the high demand for 
childcare in the region as an indication that 
employment will be forthcoming.  Others 
identified a number of significant barriers to 
long-term participation in the field of ECE 

including: wages that do not reflect the high 
expectations and challenging work, lack of 
benefits and pensions, and few full-time 
positions. 

When asked if they believe they might run 
their own childcare center, three said no 
and most were unsure.  Several indicated 
they would be open to the idea.

Priorities for a region-wide childcare plan 
identified by this group focused primarily on 
quality and included:

 » Supporting children with diverse 
abilities needs (7)

 » Flexible hours to accommodate 
different schedules (5)

 » Lowering the costs of care (4)
 » Making subsidies and resources 
(and information about them) more 
accessible (2)

 » Transportation (2)
 » Cultural diversity (1)
 » Hearing voices of parents and ECEs (1)
 » Making mindfulness more present in 
the curriculum (1)

Case study B: Aja’s Story
Now that I’m qualified, I can’t be 
everywhere to help centers that 
have to shut down because they 
don’t have an ECE (if someone is 

absent and they need a fill-in).  So, 
when that happens there are many families effected that 

day if they have to shut down the room because they 
don’t have the qualified staff.  That’s not fair to anybody.  
Having casual ECEs who can fill in regionally would really 

help childcare providers from burning out and shutting 
down for good.

We need to be able to get together monthly – not just 
ECEs, but the people running family daycares - to talk 
to each other: What works? What have you learned? 

If you encounter this what would you do? The world is 
changing so much, so if we can meet to support each 
other, that would go a long way to sustaining people 

working in this field.
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“We love 
our childcare 
provider and it is 
the best option 
for our child(ren).”

“I don’t have family 
in town to help so 
I have had to rely 
on the kindness of 
others - which feels 
like a big ask.” 

“I have a really 
great friend who 
helps me out 
tremendously. 
If not for her I 
wouldn’t be able 
to work.”

“Most outdoor pre-
school or any pre-
school programs are 
only 2 hours and it 
makes it very hard to 
arrange work for only 
2 hours. Then your 
4-year-old ends up 
in a daycare program 
which is not focused 
to their age.”

“
”
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Additional insights from childcare 
provider focus group
There were 15 participants in this focus 
group, including ECE students, childcare 
providers in daycare centers, and 
family daycare operators.  Participants 
represented a range of generations and 
genders, providing insight into the state of 
childcare in the qRD.  Key themes raised by 
this group include:

 » Working conditions for childcare 
providers Operators and employees 
can’t get sick or take vacation.  It is a 
huge burden if they do. 

 » Lack of ECEs in the community The 
waitlists are huge, and there are a 
number of aging childcare providers 
who would like to retire at some 
point but continue working because 
they worry about the parents who 
desperately need their services.  The 
majority of current ECEC students 
are not regarding ECE as a long-term 
career.

 » The need for structural support 
Providers need support from each 
other in knowing how best to apply for 
grants and receive training. 

 » Meeting the needs of children and 
families Shift work is almost impossible 
to accommodate with the hours 
of childcare being provided. Some 
providers would operate longer hours if 
they had the staff.   Without this, there 
is a lot of illegal daycare being accessed 
after hours by parents.

 » The economic landscape Childcare 
providers are often not paid a living 
wage or provided health benefits; 
therefore it is not a viable profession. 
More space is not the primary issue. 
Though there is limited space for rent/
lease that is viable for childcare, wages 
of ECEs, tuition relief, and supporting 
existing facilities first should be the 
priority.  

Key insights identified 
through community 
engagement
What parents/guardians need (flexibility, 
affordability, accessibility, and choice) and 
what childcare providers are able to offer 
are not the same.  While parents/guardians 
need childcare that accommodates 
shiftwork and holidays (for example), 
childcare providers are not adequately 
resourced to offer very much outside of 
regular business hours.

Many family-run centers have existed until 
now because operators have offered time 
and supplies voluntarily.  Current economic 
realities – including housing prices – 
preclude the next generation of ECEs from 
making this kind of life-long commitment 
to a field that literally does not pay the 
bills for them.  ECE students graduate their 
program with significant debt and without 
the promise of competitive wages.  This 
makes recruitment to the field challenging, 
and retention of workers even more 
challenging.  There are facilities in our 
region that have waitlists – not necessarily 
because of limited space, but because of a 
lack of workers.

Because the qRD is not densely populated 
and families do not all live in or near the 
municipality of Powell River, responding to 
childcare challenges by building one central 
facility will not be adequate.  A range of 
quality options with diverse approaches, in 
various locations, is more likely to provide 
the variety families are seeking.

In order for a region-wide childcare plan 
to be realistic, it must take all of these 
challenges into account, as well as a clear 
picture of the current local childcare 
landscape.”
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2,800
CHILDREN IN 

THE QATHET 

REGION

THERE ARE 
AN ESTIMATED % OF CHILDREN BY AGE GROUP

Ages 0-2

Ages: 3-5 

Ages 6-12

20%

23.5%

56.5%
N=1,535

N=640

N=545

+ an estimated 80 children 0-12 in Tla’amin, age breakdown unavailable
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What do the numbers say?
The qathet Regional District is located on 
traditional and treaty Tla’amin territory.  It 
spans the Sunshine Coast from Lund to 
Saltery Bay, and includes the islands of 
Lasqueti, Texada, and Savary.  

2016 data from Statistics Canada indicates 
12,195 households, a total of 2,965 with 
children throughout the region – excluding 
the Tla’amin Nation.  The age distribution is 
as follows:

Ages 0-2: 545 children

Ages: 3-5: 640 children

Ages 6-12: 1,535 children

Total 0-12 = 2720 children

Data for Tla’amin Nation was not provided, 
and numbers are shifting due to changes 
in citizenship laws and rising birth rates.  
While there are no definitive age-specific 

statistics for Tla’amin, “as of February 
2019 the total number of registered status 
Tla’amin people is 1134, of which 605 
are living in the village” (Kaaij, Newbury, & 
Poelen, 2019, p. 21).  A recent overview of 
Child and Family Services at Tla’amin Health 
(Christensen & Newbury, 2020) suggests 
the following numbers of Tla’amin children 
living in the village as of 2018: 

Ages 0-6: 43

Ages 7-14: 65

Total ages 0-14= 108

While community engagement findings 
make clear that families rely on a number 
of ad hoc, informal solutions to childcare 
challenges, reliable numbers only exist for 
licensed (or license-exempted) childcare 
operators in the region.  

3 
The Current 
Local Childcare 
Landscape

Area A: 110 children 

Area C: 210 children 

Area B: 180 children 

Area D: 45 children 

Tla'amin Nation: 80 children 

Powell River: 2175 children 

There are 2800 children
aged 0-12 in qRD
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The population of children aged 0-12 years spans the region as follows.

Municipality of 
Powell River

Area A Area B Area C Area D Area E Tla’Amin 
Nation

2175 110 180 210 45 Data N/A 80*

*An estimated 80 of Tla’amin Nation’s 108 children are in the 0-12 age range
*No statistics reported for Area E

Area A: 110 children 

Area C: 210 children 

Area B: 180 children 

Area D: 45 children 

Tla'amin Nation: 80 children 

Powell River: 2175 children 

There are an estimated 2800 children aged 0-12 in qRD

Area E:  Data unavailable
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Extended hours 
(before 6 am and/or 
after 7 pm)

Before school 
care

After school 
care

Overnight care Open on 
statutory 
holidays

2 providers 

(14 spaces)

1 provider

(30 spaces)

4 providers

(85 spaces)

1 provider

(7 spaces)

1 provider

(7 spaces)

28 82 146 85 39 49

429 Licensed Childcare Spaces
For children 0-12 in the quathet Regional District

Group
childcare
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months)

Group
childcare

(30 months
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preschool
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childcare
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childcare
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In-home
multi-age
childcare
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In total, there are 429 licensed childcare spaces in the region, for an 
estimated 2,800 children aged 0-12. (including Tla’amin Nation)  

The hours of operation of existing childcare providers 
are primarily regular business hours, with the following exceptions: 

58% Of childcare providers do not

provide care before 6 AM

46% Of childcare providers do not

provide care after 7PM

50% Of childcare providers do not

provide care overnight or on

weekends

Childcare availability
Childcare availability varies by day of week and time of day
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Childcare provider survey responses 
indicated that providers generally choose 
a location that works for them.  This leads 
to a situation in which the location of 
childcare resources is not strategic or based 
on family need.  Maps provided by VCH 
that indicate the distribution of childcare 
resources throughout the region in relation 
to populations of children and families can 
be found in Appendix C.  

Clearly, there are inadequate affordable 
childcare resources in the region to 
accommodate the number of children and 
families who live here.  As indicated by 
community engagement results, the burden 
of this is felt by parents, guardians, relatives, 
friends, employers, and childcare providers.  
Levels of emotional and financial family 
stress are impacted, and this has a bearing 
on children themselves. 

How are children in our 
region doing?
The Human Early Learning Partnership 
(HELP) at the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) has been undergoing population 
research about children’s wellness since 
2004.  With a tool called the Early 
Development Instrument (EDI), they have 
been measuring the developmental health 
of the kindergarten population across the 
province with what has now been seven 
waves of research (and a new tool – called 
the Toddler Development Instrument – is 
in its final stages of development).  Each 
wave of the EDI represents a two- to three-
year data collection period (Human Early 
Learning Partnership [HELP], 2016).  

Given that Healthy Childhood Development 
is one of the 12 Key Social Determinants 
of Health recognized by the World Health 
Organization (2020) and the Government 
of Canada (2019), this research is vital 
in determining how children living in 
this region can be better supported 
throughout the lifespan.  The EDI measures 
vulnerability on the basis of five scales. 

 “Vulnerable children are those who, 
without additional support and care, are 
more likely to experience challenges in their 
school years and beyond” (HELP, 2016, p. 
6).  

Case study B: Aja’s Story
It’s important that people recognize 

that we are teachers- not babysitters.  

A child’s early years are the foundation 
for their development.  This is when 

children first learn to interact with others, 
including their peers, teachers, and parents.  

Case study A: Jane’s Story
The childcare we get from family is 
free, so I feel like I can’t have high 

expectations about quality: If my kids 
eat hotdogs and watch TV, I can’t really 

complain, even though that’s not the way I 
parent.  There are definite trade-offs.
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CHILDREN IN OUR 

REGION ARE SLIGHTLY 

MORE VULNERABLE 

THAN THE PROVINCIAL 

AVERAGE AND THEY ARE 

BECOMING INCREASINGLY 

VULNERABLE OVERTIME.  

A total of 235 participated in Wave Seven 
from our region (SD47). The study found 
that children in our region are slightly more 
vulnerable than the provincial average 
on each of the five scales, with 37% of 
our children vulnerable on one or more 
scales.  Throughout the seven waves of 
this research, children in Powell River are 
becoming increasingly vulnerable overtime.  
This is especially the case in relation to 
elements of physical health and wellbeing, 
social competence and emotional maturity.  

While these results do not give causal 
explanations, the community engagement 
findings in the current report highlight some 
of the stresses families are facing.  With the 
increasing need for parents to work outside 
of the home and growing costs of living 
– coupled with the shortage of affordable 
childcare spaces – many parents/guardians 
interviewed indicated that while quality is 
extremely important to them, oftentimes 
childcare choices are made simply on the 
basis of what is available – not what is best 
for their children.  The EDI data supports 
the need for a more strategic region-wide 
approach to childcare that has quality at its 
core.

The Human Early Learning Partnership Early Develop Instrument measures children’s 
wellness and vulnerability along 5 scales.
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Overall1, the population in this region is 
growing, but at a rate significantly slower 
than the provincial average. Taking a look 
at the numbers of females in Powell River 
of childbearing age indicates that only two 
age groups grew in size between 2011 and 
2016.  

That said, in British Columbia, the general 
trend is for people to have their first child 
later in life, and that the number of births 
overall in the province has been steadily 
rising since at least 2006 (Provencher, 
Milan, Hallman, & D’Aoust, 2018).  So, it 
might be realistic to expect small rates 
of population growth to continue for our 
region, even as the median age continues 
to rise.

In terms of projecting forward, it is 
difficult to estimate.  The Childcare Needs 
Assessment conducted seven years ago 
(Powell River Association for Community 
Living, 2013) predicted population growth 
in the region might level off by 2023 

4 
Projected Need over 
the Next Ten Years

depending on many factors, including 
whether or not economic or other 
pressures elsewhere could encourage 
younger families or people of childbearing 
age to move to the region.  

While there is no Census data to verify 
this trend yet, the City of Powell River’s 
(2018) website boasts that “the region 
has experienced a surge in migration, 
with real estate sales hitting record levels 
in 2016 and 2017.”  This surge is also 
reported in an article in the Powell River 
Peak (Donnelly, 2017) that notes an “influx 
of young families” which “may be in part 
due to City of Powell River’s resident-
attraction campaign that targeted skilled 
workers between the ages of 25 and 55.”  
There are no population statistics for these 
dates at this time, but one indication of 
this trend is the fact that applications for 
new business licenses indicate a marked 
increase between November 23, 2016 and 
December 6, 2017 up from 74 to 107.

19,599 19,906 20,070 22,495

Quathet Regional District Population Projection
2006-2030

2006 2011 2016 2030

1) Data in this section retrieved from Powell River Association for Community Living (2013) and Statistics Canada (2016) unless 
otherwise indicated.  These numbers are inclusive of Tla’amin First Nation and all areas of the qRD. 
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19,599 19,906 20,070 22,495

Quathet Regional District Population Projection
2006-2030

2006 2011 2016 2030

Census Data qRD population BC population
2006 19,599 4,133,487

2011 19,906 4,400,057
2006-2011 population change 1.6% increase 7% increase
2016 20,070 4,646,460
2011-2016 population change 1.0% increase 5.6% increase
2030 projected population 22,4952 5,776,0003

OVERALL,  THE 

POPULATION IN 

THIS REGION 

IS GROWING, 

BUT AT A RATE 

SIGNIFICANTLY 

SLOWER THAN 

THE PROVINCIAL 

AVERAGE. 

Age groups (female) 2011 Powell River Population 2016 Powell River Population
15-19 years 545 460

20-24 years 355 330
25-29 years 385 375
30-34 years 425 475
35-39 years 485 495
40-44 years 570 515
45-49 years 815 570

qathet Regional District 
Population 2006-2030

Females in Powell River of childbearing age.4

2)  Source: https://bcstats.shinyapps.io/popProjApp/ 
3) Source: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/statistics/people-population community/population/population-projections 
4) We recognize that not all birthing parents identify as female.  The categories used by Statistics Canada may not reflect the lived 
experience of people in our region.
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+6.5
years

qRD is on the whole, getting older.

In addition to population growth, it is 
important to also consider income when 
anticipating need for childcare over the 
long term.  For many families – as indicated 
by community engagement findings, and by 
provincial research (Ivanova, 2015) – the 
need for out-of-home childcare is often a 
direct result of increasing costs of living.  
Single-parent and two-parent households 
are finding it harder to make ends meet.  In 
Powell River, the economic situation for 
families is worse than the provincial average 
in that income and earning potential are 
both lower, based on 2016 statistics 
(Provincial Health Services Authority, 2020):

According to the region’s Social Planner, 
the rental vacancy rate in the qRD is 
estimated to be 0.016% (M. Kubota, 
personal communication, 14 January, 2020) 
indicating housing is precarious at this time.  
When we consider this in relation to the 
EDI results shared above, we can see some 
of the factors that may lead to children in 
this region being more vulnerable than the 
provincial average in all five categories of 
development measured – with potential 
health implications throughout the lifespan.

THE AVERAGE 

HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN 

POWELL RIVER IS  $20K 

(22.8%) LOWER THAT THE 

PROVINCIAL AVERAGE. 

We can see from the tables above that we 
can anticipate marginal population growth 
over the next ten years, as well as increases 
to the number of families struggling 
economically.  Taken together, this suggests 
a pronounced need for a holistic approach 
to childcare planning for the region, 
which would include more affordable and 
accessible options for families into and 
beyond the next ten years.

Year qRD Median age
2006 47

2011 50.6
2016 53.5

Powell River British Columbia Differential BC population
Average household income $69,732 $90,354 -22.8%

Renters spending >30% income 
on shelter

44.4 43.3 -2.5%

High school diploma or higher 
education

80.1 84.5 -5.1%

Unemployment rate 7.3 6.7 -9.0%

The region is, on the whole, getting older.
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Case study A: Jane’s Story
You start to feel ‘trapped’ by the systems that are supposed to benefit families:

I think the difficulty in finding quality reliable childcare and the huge cost of 
childcare, coupled with the fact that when you make more money your child tax 

benefits decrease, your childcare subsidy decreases, you can become ineligible for 
funding for kids sports, and also  in our case student loan payback would start and the 

monthly amount due would increase whenever our monthly income increased ... In some 
cases some people (usually mothers) can’t actually afford to go back to work - especially once 
they have more than one child - it doesn’t financially make sense (and as a result women’s careers 
suffer). 

The biggest barrier of all are the costs of childcare and the loss of childcare subsidy when you 
make more money. In my opinion, systems set in place to help families don’t end up helping in 
the ways they are supposed to, especially those on the lower end of that middle class income 
threshold or families of multiple children. These systems actually hurt and hinder families and 
make it so the more you work, the less benefits you get, and the less you end up earning. In a 
way you’re penalized for trying to have a career and become more financially stable.  People 
end up living pay cheque to pay cheque and things like emergency savings, retirement savings, 
and savings towards a house end up becoming an impossibility instead of a reality. It really 
goes to show you how childcare can seem like its own separate issue but really it influences so 
many aspects of families’ lives from career development to affording retirement. All these things 
highlight some major issues when it comes to how our current childcare system and a lot of other 
systems (that although not directly related to childcare also influence and impact upon this issue) 
are set up.

Case study B: Aja’s Story
I’m interested in a small-scale facility.  Now that I’m educated and certified, 
I’d like to open my own space or manage someone else’s.  And I’m trying to 

do it all above board, but I keep hitting walls.  

The provincial licensing regulations and city by-laws conflict – that is a major 
barrier for me just running my own center out of my home or somewhere 

else (things like square footage, parking, business licenses, hours).  I comply with 
provincial licensing, I got support from Community Futures, but then I got to the City and 

couldn’t move ahead any further.

Also rent is high.  It’s got to be affordable to get the spaces available with qualified staff.  I 
was told when I first started in this journey “You don’t choose to teach because you want 

to make money; you choose to teach because that’s where your passion is” and I know 
that.  I love what I do, but I also have a family and I have to get by.  If there were public 

buildings that we could run childcare out of, that would eliminate a huge barrier.

Another huge barrier is the paperwork and administration around subsidy.  Some centers 
hire someone just to take care of subsidy – it’s huge.  
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In summary

With only 429 childcare spaces in the region and with an estimated 2,800 children living 
here - and at least 105 to 180 children currently on waitlists for care in this region - the 
current demand is already high.  41.2% of parents/guardians surveyed are relying on 
informal, ad hoc solutions to their childcare challenges.  

In order to meet the current need childcare space availability for 50% of families is 
recommended – which translates to approximately 1,350 affordable quality spaces. This 
increase requires the addition of 921 spaces and roughly 131 additional qualified ECEs in 
the qRD, with a 1% increase every three years.  This ambitious target is in line with other 
communities that have put forward universal childcare strategies (see Alberni-Clayoquot 
Regional District, 2019).  Importantly, a holistic approach to childcare planning would also 
include supports for parents/guardians who prefer to care for their children in-home, which 
could substantially reduce this number, particularly for infants and toddlers, where there is 
the greatest demand for childcare.
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The qRD is not alone in grappling with 
the challenges of quality and accessible 
childcare.  It is a Canada-wide problem.  
According to the CCPA (Ivanova, 2015), 

Our low level of investment in early 
childhood education and care puts us 
near the bottom of our industrialized 
country peers (only Turkey and Greece 
spend less out of 34 OECD countries). 
At the top of the list are countries like 
Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, Finland, 
France and Norway, with over 1.2 per 
cent of GDP invested in early childhood 
education and care programs. (p. 10)

And British Columbia (BC) invests less in 
the early years than the Canadian average 
(Ivanova, 2015).  While our task is to 
develop a region-wide plan, it is useful to 
view our local challenges and opportunities 
in broader political and economic context.  
This is a largely invisible battle that places 

the burden on parents/guardians and is 
most heavily felt by women (throughout 
the lifespan) but has implications for entire 
community and economy:

The academic literature overwhelmingly 
finds that high-quality early childhood 
education and care promotes healthy 
child development and increases 
educational achievement for all children 
in developed countries, with particular 
benefits to the most vulnerable. …

There is also considerable evidence 
that affordable and accessible child care 
programs would benefit the economy 
by allowing parents of young children, 
primarily mothers, to return to the 
workforce after having a child. (p. 13)

5 
System-level Analysis 
and Advocacy
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BC has a patchwork approach to ECEC, 
and has the second highest childcare fees 
in the country – after Ontario (Ivanova, 
2015).  To respond to this, advocates have 
proposed a $10 a day plan (free for families 
earning under $40,000/year), which has a 
very promising track record and requires 
public investments in three main areas: 
increasing capacity (the number of spaces 
available), ensuring affordability for families 
and enhancing quality of the programs 
($10aday, 2019).  

While a fully phased-in national plan 
requires up front public investment of 
approximately $1.5 billion (ideally through a 
federal-provincial government partnership), 
the CCPA estimates that the revenues from 
additional employment of mothers would 
pay back 86 cents for every dollar of new 
public investment. Of that, 42 cents would 
go directly to the provincial government 
and 44 cents would go to the federal 
government, underscoring the case for 
federal investment in child care. (Ivanova, 
2015, p. 30)  

On top of that, families would be better 
supported and children would have access 
to quality care – both of which contribute 
to health and wellbeing over the lifespan.  
Importantly, the recommendations 
here are universal, not targeted, which 
research shows are far more effective in 
a) preventing poverty from becoming an 
issue for families and b) enabling them 
to ‘exit’ impoverished situations more 
readily.  Targeted programs, on the other 
hand, which focus resources only on those 
most in need often serve to trap families 
in situations of dependency because it is 
difficult for them to access and sustain 
supports unless they are destitute. 
(Albanese, 2010; Ismael, 2006; Newbury, 
2011).

To date, the Region-wide Childcare 
Planning Project has received tremendous 
support from both our provincial and 
federal elected representatives.  Our MP, 
Nicholas Simons, attended the project 

launch and a CPAC meeting, supported us 
in connecting with Minister of the State for 
Childcare Katrina Chen (who also attended 
a CPAC meeting) and shared with her a 
letter we wrote advocating for provincial 
support (see Appendix D), and has offered 
us guidance and support throughout.  
Our MLA, Rachel Blaney, has aided us in 
the development of a petition which is 
currently being distributed throughout 
the community, and which she will bring 
forward in the House of Commons (see 
Appendix E).  A successful region-wide plan 
will require commitment and coordinated 
action at all levels of government.

Through analysis of community engagement 
findings, population statistics, and nation-
wide research, a successful region-wide 
childcare plan must center improving quality 
and choice for families, by addressing four 
priorities for action.
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Quality  and
Choice for
Families

 Support for
parents/

guardians

Recruiting
and

retaining
ECE's

Creating
new spaces

Affordability &
accessibility

A SUCCESSFUL REGION-WIDE CHILDCARE PLAN MUST 

CENTER IMPROVING QUALITY AND CHOICE FOR FAMILIES, 

BY ADDRESSING FOUR PRIORITIES FOR ACTION.
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sustainability in this profession.  Tuition 
bursaries were offered in 2019 for ECEC 
students, but the funding ran dry and did 
not meet the demand.  The provincial 
government is currently remedying this 
situation to a limited degree (see Early 
Childhood Educators of British Columbia, 
2020).  The provincial government has 
also implemented a $1/hour wage top 
up, and this will be increased to $2/
hour (Government of British Columbia, 
2020) – but this still leaves many qualified 
ECEs earning well under $20/hour, with 
no health benefits or pension.  There are, 
however, currently negotiations occurring 
between the provincial government 
and some unionized and non-unionized 
workplaces in BC leading to wages from 
$20 and $25/hr.  The landscape is changing 
quickly.

A more robust financial commitment 
to ECEs in terms of both training and 
wages are required if there is any hope 
of recruiting and retaining 131 additional 
ECEs in the region (with a 1% increase 
every three years) – and supporting or 
replacing those who are already working in 
the field.  Loan forgiveness for those who 
have not received tuition support would 
make committing to this field of practice a 
greater possibility.  Paying back a student 
loan with interest on a wage of $16/hour or 
while incurring debt to open a new facility 
is not realistic.  For our region in particular, 
base funding from the province for an 
ongoing local cohort of ECEC students at 
VIU would make a big difference in reliably 
building up the local workforce of ECEs – 
without being grant-dependent.

ECEs in the region would also be 
supported with more opportunities for local 
professional development and networking 
with each other.  This investment in quality 
would have impacts for ECEs themselves, 
and the children in their care.  The ready-
to-launch region-wide childcare plan that 
opened this report recommends immediate 
negotiations for fair wages as a starting 
place.

“We really don’t 
necessarily need 
space, we need 
ECEs. We could 
build something on 
site here but what if 
it sits empty? Then 
we are stuck with 
costs associated 
with it.”

1) Recruiting and retaining 
ECEs
At present, employment counsellors 
struggle to justify ECE as a viable career 
path for those seeking work in our region, 
because the qualifications are high but 
the wages are low (anonymous, personal 
communication, November, 2020).  The 
current cohort of ECEC students indicated 
on the survey that within five to ten years, 
many of them will likely move on  
to other careers, due to a lack of 
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2) Creating new spaces
There is currently a provincial investment in 
new spaces, and funding available for the 
construction of spaces that are compliant 
with licensing regulations (Government of 
British Columbia, 2020a).  Applying for this 
funding will help our region, but history 
shows that oftentimes operations costs 
and retention of workers are major barriers 
to the sustainability of new spaces – even 
when the infrastructure exists (Kelly Creek 
Community House is one local example).

In order to incrementally meet the target 
of 921 new spaces in this region (with 
a 1% increase every three years), both 
infrastructure development and creative 
approaches to sustaining operations and 
retaining workers will have to be deeply 
considers.  This will require provincial and 
federal advocacy – as well as local solutions 
and partnerships.

The ready-to-launch region-wide childcare 
plan that opened this report can make 
significant gains in relation to creating new 
spaces.  Some additonal barriers can be 
addressed locally by altering bylaws.  Bylaw 
amendments can make the development of 
in-home family childcare more achievably 
for providers and ensuring they are in 
line with provincial licensing regulations, 
supporting renovations of homes or public 
spaces to meet licensing regulations, co-
locating childcare with other services and/
or businesses, exploring co-op models, and 
other creative possibilities.

Other efforts will require provincial and 
federal support – such as considering 
adjustments to licensing regulations that 
take into consideration the differences 

in urban and rural living, providing base 
funding that accounts for population 
fluctuation in smaller communities, and 
developing an approach to childcare that 
recognizes it as a meaningful investment in 
the health of a community (as is the case 
with education) rather than relying on a 
return-on-investment model.  

3) Affordability and 
accessibility
The current funding model – coupled 
with certain regulations – makes the 
development of new spaces a risky venture 
for providers.  For instance, the ratios of 
workers to children required for infants 
and toddlers (where the highest demand 
currently is) means care for this age-group 
is usually subsidized by other age groups.  
This makes affordability impossible when 
the funding model relies so heavily on fees 
to make ends meet. 

Additionally, subsidy models at present 
require individual families and workers to 
navigate a complicated system and a great 
deal of paper work that can be a major 
barrier.  Additionally, sometimes it requires 
paying up front and getting reimbursed 
later – not always a possibility for people.  
The subsidies for parents/guardians that 
are available have an income threshold 
that is so low and it can leave people in 
a difficult situation of having to choose 
between returning to work or retaining 
their childcare subsidy.

Families with children who have special 
needs and qualify for Supported Child 
Development are also often in a difficult 
situation of not being able to access the 
care they are entitled to and have funding 
for – due to the lack of workers with the 
qualifications to provide appropriate care 
for their child.  Additionally, because of 
the shortage of childcare spaces in this 
region, these families are often effectively 
‘screened out’ of accessing care at all for 
this reason.

Supporting smaller scale license-not-
required operators as well as informal care 
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providers through free local workshops 
(such as first aid and child development) 
and other networking opportunities could 
help to build a more robust network of safe, 
quality options for parents/guardians who 
need accessible and affordable care.

Other elements of accessibility in the qRD 
are location, hours, and ‘fit’.  Many of the 
more rural areas – including Lund, south 
of town, Texada, and Lasqueti – have 
few or no options for quality childcare.  
Most families rely on private vehicles for 
transportation, so accessible locations 
are particularly important for families in 
outlying areas.  Additionally, accessibility 
requires flexibility when it comes to the 
hours childcare is offered.  Currently, there 
are families who are not able to access 
childcare because the hours offered are 
not conducive to their work or other 
commitments.  Finally, the early years of 
life are so important to child development.  
It is important for parents/guardians to be 
able to access childcare that reflects their 
culture and values – and is offered in their 
language where possible.

4) Support for parents/
guardians to provide care
Many parents/guardians want to be at 
home with their children longer, but at 
present much of the financial and other 
support available is for out-of-home care 
options only.  Research shows that the first 
two years of a child’s life are pivotal for 
healthy social and emotional development, 
and that a sense of security – often 
obtained through healthy attachment 
with primary caregivers – can support 
development in these early years as it 
enables infants and toddlers to feel safe 
enough to explore the physical and social 
world (Caulfield, 1996).  Some of our focus 
group participants indicated shame and 
stigma around the choice to care for their 
own children rather than joining the work 
force.  Supporting this as an option should 
be part of a holistic region-wide childcare 
plan that centers quality and choice for 
parents/guardians.

Parental leave benefits are extremely 
valuable and appreciated by many families.  

Case study A: Jane’s Story
Personally, I don’t like a group daycare setting for my kids when they’re 

three and younger.  It would be really helpful if there was some provincial 
support for families and for smaller scale home daycares – there is so 

much focus on big formal settings, but they are forgetting that forever people 
have always looked after their kids at home.  Some kids need that, but quality and safety 
still matter.  Why aren’t grandparents and friends paid to get first aid and learn about 
child development?  Why aren’t parents given a stipend?  Why not fund home daycare 
providers to get training?  Why do subsidies reduce for this kind of childcare?  Many of 
these providers are amazing, and should be supported as viable options.

I was taking care of a little boy last year who was three, and the mom asked me to get 
licensed so she could keep her subsidy.  I told her, “I’d love to do this for you, but it will 
come out of my pocket” - the criminal record check, first aid, and so on. Eliminating some 
of these barriers would make a big difference to the childcare crisis, and be way cheaper 
and easier than building new spaces.
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Case study B: Aja’s Story
Like I say, it doesn’t have to be a huge castle, but they’re building all 

these new condos and apartment building and these are opportunities 
for places to put childcare.  You’ve got the new development by 

the hospital and that location - to be near the older people - would 
be great!  Just put a little rancher there or a pre-fab unit.  It would 
be so good for the children and for the older people.  There needs to be 

more small-scale options throughout the region. 

Also, adequate wages are a key factor in the recruitment and retention of Early Childhood 
Educators.  I was in the VIU program five years ago.  There were seven people in my class 
and I’m the only one working here now as an ECE.  People tend to move on to the school 
system as Education Assistants because the working conditions are better, and the hours 
match the hours that their own children are in school (which solves their own challenges 

around finding childcare).

But they are only accessible to people who 
were previously working – which can be 
challenging especially for people having 
their second or third child, or for people 
who are precariously employed.  Flexibility 
around returning to work gradually is not 
currently an option.

Given the highest demand for childcare in 
our region (and elsewhere) is for infants and 
toddlers, and given that this is the most 
resource-intensive age group to provide 
care for, some of the most significant 
childcare challenges could be alleviated by 
providing more supports for parents to stay 
at home with their children if this is their 
choice.  This could significantly reduce the 
need for the number of childcare spaces 
and ECEs that is currently estimated and 
enhance quality of life for families.  Such 
supports could include changes to parental 
leaves, subsidies for parents/guardians, 
and even basic incomes and tax incentives.  
When thinking about early years and 
childcare challenges, it is important to 
consider both in-home and out-of-home 
solutions.

Quality and choice for 
families

Supporting children in their early years is 
an investment in the health and wellbeing 
of the population throughout life.  Different 
families will require different forms of 
support, and a region-wide plan must 
center choice for families.  Exercising choice 
also requires educating people about the 
quality options that exist – this involves 
informing the public about the invisible 
battle caregivers are immersed in; educating 
decision-makers and policy-makers about 
the research on early years investments and 
the creative solutions that are possible; and 
educating parents, guardians, and childcare 
providers about opportunities – such as 
subsidies, training, bursaries, and bylaw 
changes that may be available. 
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Drawing learning directly from specific promising practices outlined in detail in Appendix 
F a ten-year region-wide childcare plan has been developed.  This plan will adopt the 
(Early Years Planning Table’s (2018) guiding principles: inclusiveness, community capacity, 
professional collaboration, and making a difference.  In building on the ongoing work of this 
committee, the vision and purpose outlined in the EYPT’s strategic plan will also guide the 
Region-wide Childcare Plan.

6 
Proposed Ten-year  
Region-wide Childcare Plan

We believe this vision and purpose support quality and choice for families, and the four 
priority areas identified through our community engagement: recruiting and retaining ECEs, 
creating new spaces, affordability and accessibility, and supporting parents/guardians to care 
for their children.

Vision: Unified services that ensure thriving children and families

Purpose: Inspiring a community that nurtures our children
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Structural support
The implementation of the Plan is a 
collective responsibility, with direction 
from the Social Planner, whose role it is 
to oversee activities in the region that 
pertain to supporting children in the early 
years (Kaaij & Newbury, 2017).  The Social 
Planner reports to the Chief Administrative 
Officers of the three local governments 
(Tla’amin Nation, qathet Regional District, 
and the City of Powell River) – each of 
which has signed the Community Children’s 
Charter.  The Social Planner receives 
guidance from the Social Action Planning 
Advisory Committee (SAPAC) and – for this 
particular portfolio – the EYPT.  

In order to advance this agenda, the 
Region-wide Childcare Plan should be a 
standing item on both the SAPAC and EYPT 
agendas.  Additionally, the CPAC has been 
vital to the success of this project and is 
comprised of powerful parent/guardian 
advocates.  It is strongly recommended to 
find a way to maintain the momentum of 
this group – and to compensate them for 
their time.  This structure of support is vital 
for accountable and timely implementation 
of the phased plan, below, and for a holistic 
approach that recognizes childcare as part 
of a social planning process for our region.

Goal
The Region-wide Childcare Plan will 
support families to have choice in meeting 
their childcare needs.  Regardless of 
whether their choices are in-home or out-
of-home childcare, quality will be a central 
priority in the support provided.  

The successful implementation of this plan 
will incrementally bring the addition of 921 
quality childcare spaces and roughly 131 
additional qualified ECEs in the qRD (with 
a 1% increase every three years) over the 
next ten years.  It will also support current 
childcare providers and their succession 
planning.  These numbers may be 
significantly reduced if substantial support 
is made available for parents/guardians who 
prefer to care for their children at home.

If the application for New Spaces by the 
Tla’amin Nation is successful (75 new 
spaces) and the ‘ready-to-launch region-
wide childcare plan’ that opened this report 
is successfully implemented (40-100 new 
spaces), the region could see up to 190 
new spaces in relatively short order.  This 
will require quick and coordinated action 
among a number of key partners.  If we 
add to this the very simple strategy of 
amending bylaws (see Appendix F) to make 
it easier for family-run childcare providers 
to open home-based spaces throughout the 
region (for which some parents/guardians 
and childcare providers have indicated a 
preference), the number would continue to 
increase.  Collectively these three earliest 
efforts could bring between 200 and 250 
new spaces.    

A central component of the Plan is the 
phased development of a networked 
collection of quality childcare spaces, 
potentially run through a co-operative 
model with guidance from Newfoundland’s 
Growing our future childcare co-operative.  
It involves purchasing five to eight modular 
units (with financial support from MCFD’s 
New Spaces grant) which will be placed 
in locations and offer care at times that 
are accessible to families throughout the 
region, and provide quality opportunities 
for children (such as near natural spaces 
and intergenerational opportunities).  
Such an initiative will require robust 
community partnerships, and a great deal of 
groundwork has already been made to this 
end – particularly given the Social Planner 
and SAPAC are also spear-heading housing, 
poverty reduction, and social cohesion 
initiatives simultaneously.  Both the 
Minister of the State for Childcare and our 
MLA indicated at a CPAC meeting that this 
region is perfectly situated for a universal 
childcare pilot project.

Approach
A holistic approach to such a plan requires 
strategies related to the following priority 
areas: recruiting and retaining ECEs, 
creating new spaces, affordability and 
accessibility, and supporting parents/
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guardians to care for their children. Quality 
and choice are central considerations in 
relation to each.

Addressing these key priority areas 
will require coordinated action locally, 
provincially, and federally and thus a phased 
approach is recommended.  Beginning with 
immediately accessible opportunities and 
advocating for broader systemic change 
over the long term – in collaboration with 
other regions – will ensure families see 
results in the short-term and improvements 
over the long-term.

Provincial government 
recommendations
A childcare plan for the qRD will only 
be successful with provincial support. 
For optimal success, various regions 
of the province will align provincial 
recommendations.  To this end, listed 
below are specific provincial strategies that 
can support the realization of this plan, 
drawn directly from the Alberni-Clayoquot 
Regional Districts Childcare Needs 
Assessment (2019, p. 36):

 » Expedite the implementation of the 
$10 a day childcare plan universally

 » Examine licensing regulations to 
reduce barriers to space creation 
and innovative partnerships (ie. align 
licensing regulations with the School 
Act and other provincial legislation).

 » Balance investments between capital 
funding to create spaces and operating 
costs to sustain spaces (including 
maintenance, operations, and wages).

 » Attract Early Childhood Educators to 
the field, maintain quality, and reduce 
costs associated with staff turnover 
(ie. wage enhancements, student loan 
forgiveness, training incentives, salary 
lifts, and recognition).

 » Improve capacity for local childcare 
coordination, support, and 
accountability (ie. revise CCRR role to 
support this, ensure MCDF mandate 
changes are in line with childcare 
ambitions, coordinate mandates across 
Ministries with childcare in mind).

We add to this list:

 » Support parents/guardians who wish to 
care for their children in the early years, 
reducing demand on the out-of-home 
childcare system (ie. flexible parental 
leaves, tax relief, childcare subsidies, 
basic income).

 » Ensure accessibility for parents/
guardians by eliminating barriers to 
funding and support for children who 
have special needs – whether their 
children are cared for in-home or out-
of-home (ie. reducing bureaucracy, 
increasing subsidies, less burdensome 
application process).

 » Review licensing regulations for 
evidence of urban-centrism, and revise 
to ensure a rural reality is adequately 
reflected.

 » Remove from the provincial ECE 
Registry the requirement for 500 
supervised hours for qualification.

 » Develop a coordinated province-wide 
approach to accessible quality childcare 
from the research of the CCPA’s (2015) 
report called Solving BC’s affordability 
crisis in child care: Financing the $10 a 
day plan.

 “Licensing has long been advocating 
to remove this requirement as 
no other profession requires that 
a new grad work for 500 hours 
for free before they receive their 
certifications/registration/license to 
practice.”

- Christine Kennedy, Licensing Officer

The likelihood of success of a Region-
wide Childcare Plan will depend 
greatly on responsiveness to the above 
recommendations.
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Phased plan
2020-2021: Project launch and 
quick gains
Expectations/hopes:

 » 14 new ECEC graduates from VIU
 » 75 new spaces at Tla’amin CDRC
 » By-laws amended to remove barriers 
for creation of new spaces

 » Networking and professional 
development support for ECEs and 
other formal and informal childcare 
providers offered locally

 » Ready-to-launch childcare plan initiated 
(including: 1) New Spaces funding 
application submitted, 2) fair wages 
negotiated for childcare providers, and 
3) Work BC grant obtained to support a 
new cohort of ECEC students at VIU).

Local Strategies, led by Social Planner:

 » Implement “ready-to-launch region-
wide childcare plan” – outlined in 
section one of this report.

 » Adjust by-laws as per specific 
recommendations in Appendix F 
to remove barriers for home-based 
childcare operators and expedite 
permits for opening new spaces.

 » Apply for MCFD’s New Spaces 
grant for a region-wide childcare 
co-operative, base on promising 
practices outlined in Appendix F.  
Identify locations for new facilities, 
based on community engagement 
findings in this report (near schools, 
hospital, and seniors’ housing, as well 
as in the more remote areas of the 
qRD).  See Appendix B for concrete 
recommendations from focus groups.  
Finalize decisions around infrastructure 
for new childcare spaces (including 
sizes of each unit in order to work 
towards target number of new spaces).

 » Draw from Newfoundland’s experience 
with co-operative childcare (Appendix 
F) and related documents, and 
pursue partnership with First Credit 
Union, Club Bon Accueil, and other 

non-profit or community-based 
organizations.  Explore possibility of 
purchasing modular units to implement 
a networked approach for a region-
wide childcare co-operative (rather 
than single facility).  UBC has used 
them, and company information may 
be accessible from them: https://
planning.ubc.ca/vancouver/projects-
consultations/under-construction/
academic-lands/acadia-modular-child-
care)

 » All three local governments and SAPAC 
each write the Minister of Children 
and Family Development and Minster 
of the State for Childcare to advocate 
the implementation of the $10 a day 
childcare plan.  

 » Acquire funding to maintain the CPAC, 
providing childcare and honoraria for 
members’ participation.

 » Continue circulating petition to federal 
government (Appendix E).  Consider 
shifting to online petition, with support 
from Rachel Blaney’s office, or by 
visiting:  www.petitions.commons.ca 

 » Follow up on key points in 
correspondence with provincial 
government (Appendix D), with the 
addition of better supporting parents to 
care for their own children – supporting 
choice for families and reducing the 
demand on out-of-home childcare 
providers.

 » Advocate for more accessible supports 
for children with special needs and 
childcare subsidies – whether in-home 
or out-of-home care is needed.

 » Advocate an ongoing annual intake 
of ECEC students at VIU (with 
specialization options), in order to 
support the development of a growing 
workforce in the qRD.

 » CCRR to continue the collaboration 
with childcare providers that began 
with the focus group.  Build in local 
support and professional development 
for workers as well as informal childcare 
providers.

 » Support and draw from implementation 
of EYPT strategic plan (parenting 
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support and education, community data 
and feedback, quality childcare) (Early 
Years Planning Table, 2018).

2022-2026: Increased quality 
childcare options
Expectations/hopes:

 » ECE wage subsidies will have increased 
to at least $2/hr and tuition bursaries 
continue

 » VIU will have a new cohort of ECEC 
students

 » In-community professional 
development and networking that 
aligns with what ECEs need and want 
will be regularly offered through CCRR

 » Graduates of the ECEC program will 
be hired locally and/or open in-home 
childcare in the region

 » Five to eight new facilities will be 
opened throughout the region

 » Parents/guardians continue to be 
supported through EYPT and related 
childcare planning advocacy efforts

Local strategies, led by Social Planner:

 » Formalize partnerships for a region-
wide networked childcare co-operative 

 » Explore possibilities for centralizing 
administration - offering varied hours of 
operation, sharing substitute workers, 
etc.

 » Develop business plan (with diverse 
funding sources for operations) and 
by-laws, drawing from resources shared 
by Newfoundland’s Growing our Future 
Childcare Co-operative.

 » Approach provincial government – with 
support from three local governments 
as well as MLA and MP – with a strong 
proposal for provincial support of this 
as a universal childcare pilot project for 
the qRD.

 » Launch the opening of new facilities 
one at a time, actively recruiting quality 
workforce in the process

 » Continue offering professional 
development and networking 
opportunities to childcare providers.

 » Continue advocating for ECE offerings 
in Powell River through VIU.

 » Continue advocating provincially 
and federally, as above, to support 
affordability, accessibility, quality, and 
choice in childcare – including support 
for parents/guardians who choose to 
care for their own children

 » Continue advocating for more 
accessible supports for children with 
special needs and childcare subsidies – 
whether in-home or out-of-home care 
is needed.

 » Continue supporting and drawing from 
implementation of EYPT strategic plan 
(parenting support and education, 
community data and feedback, quality 
childcare)

2027-2030: Universal childcare for 
the qRD
Expectations/hopes:

 » Five to eight new facilities (of varying 
sizes with varying hours of operation) 
will have opened in the qRD, through a 
co-operative model

 » VIU continues to offer ECEC program 
in Powell River

 » The $10 a day child care plan will have 
been implemented in more parts of 
BC, and (possibly) the qRD has been 
supported as a pilot site

 » Parents/guardians continue to be 
supported through EYPT and related 
childcare planning advocacy efforts

Local strategies, led by Social Planner:

Work with local businesses, non-profits, and 
schools to bring quality childcare in-house.  
Explore partnering with the Chamber of 
Commerce, SD93, and SD47 to facilitate 
this, and co-ordinate efforts among these as 
part of a networked region-wide approach.

Seek funding to support the launch of new 
quality childcare centers in places of work 
and/or learning (such as https://www.
communityfoundations.ca/initiatives/the-
investment-readiness-fund/).

Work collaboratively with CUPE and 
BCGEU to explore possibilities for ECEs to 
join unions.
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Continue advocating for ECE offerings in 
Powell River through VIU.

In addition to training ECEs locally, actively 
recruit ECEs to the region through a 
marketing campaign and targeted outreach 
to other educational institutions.

Continue offering professional development 
and networking opportunities to childcare 
providers.

Continue advocating provincially and 
federally, as above, to support affordability, 
accessibility, quality, and choice in childcare 
– including support for parents/guardians 
who choose to care for their own children.

Continue advocating for more accessible 
supports for children with special needs 
and childcare subsidies – whether in-home 
or out-of-home care is needed.

Strategize with provincial Ministry of 
Education to fund early childhood 
education in ongoing and creative ways, 
and Ministry of Social Development to 
support parents/guardians who care for 
their children at home.

Continue supporting (and drawing 
from) implementation of EYPT strategic 
plan (parenting support and education, 
community data and feedback, quality 
childcare)
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Conclusion
The Region-wide Childcare Planning 
project draws wisdom and guidance 
from many people, and brings together 
the perspectives of parents/guardians, 
professionals, community members, and 
policy-makers in our region with those of 
other regions throughout the province and 
the country.  With attention to particular 
experiences of unique families and 
childcare providers and to broader trends 
and policies, an aspirational approach to 
addressing childcare challenges in the 
qathet Regional District is put forward.

People feel trapped, and the current model 
will not release the pressure they are under.  
Structural changes that take into account 
the economic and social realities of families 
and childcare providers today are necessary.  
Allocation of human and financial resources 
to early years is not an expense; it is a 
meaningful investment in the health and 
wellbeing of individuals, families, and 
our region as a whole over the 
long term (Ivanova, 2015).  

The qRD is fortunate 
to have a number of 
working groups (EYPT, 
SAPAC, and CPAC) 
as well as a full-time 
Social Planner who 
can prioritize the 
actualization of this 
plan moving forward.  
We also have 
meaningful support 
from our elected 

provincial and federal representatives, 
without whom we could not advance this 
agenda.  

We have the necessary vision, information, 
and commitment to increase quality 
and choice for families by addressing 
childcare through 1) the recruitment and 
retention of ECEs, 2) creating new spaces, 
3) affordability and accessibility, and 4) 
supporting parents/guardians to care for 
their children.  And we have solidarity with 
other regions throughout the province 
to continue promoting consideration of 
children and families in policy-making 
moving forward – and a provincial 
government that is promising to do just 
that.

The plan is optimistic, but for the above 
reasons the qathet Regional District is 

better positioned than it has ever 
been to realize the dream 

of universal childcare 
by 2030.
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Appendices
Appendix A: 
Methodology
In alignment with the EYPT’s commitment 
for this work to be “for parents with 
parents”, the first step was to convene a 
Childcare Planning Advisory Committee 
(CPAC), comprised of parents/guardians 
living throughout the region who would 
advise this project at every step.  Terms 
of Reference were developed, invitations 
were extended, and an extremely dedicated 
committee of ten members met once per 
month throughout the duration of the 
project – also providing feedback and 
support in other ways between meetings.  
To ensure participation was accessible, 

childcare and snacks were provided, and 
honoraria were offered to members for 
their time.  This committee was invaluable 
to the project – informing approaches to 
promotions, survey content and promotion, 
and advocacy.

With the support of the CPAC and EYPT, 
two online surveys were launched on 
November 2, 2019, beginning with a well-
attended community event held at the 
Powell River Public Library.  The surveys 
– one for childcare providers and one 
for parents/guardians - were housed on 
a new community engagement platform 
for our region (participatepr.ca) and were 
promoted widely in all local publications 
and through social media.  Postcards and 
posters were distributed both physically 
and virtually (through far-reaching mailing 

lists such as School District 47) and the 
CPAC and EYPT members also promoted 
these surveys widely through their 
personal and professional networks.  Three 
volunteers (Social Justice 12 students 
from Brooks Secondary School) went with 
ipads to public places where parents/
guardians gather on weekends to support 
survey participation throughout November 
and until December 6, 2019.  These 
volunteers were also provided honoraria to 
acknowledge their commitment of time.  

In addition to the online surveys, a third 
survey was developed specifically for 
the current cohort of Early Childhood 
Education and Care (ECEC) students at 
the Powell River campus of Vancouver 
Island University (VIU), to learn about their 
career aspirations and intentions.  This 
was important as it became clear very 
early in the project that perhaps a bigger 
barrier to childcare than space is qualified 
Early Childhood Educators (ECEs).  These 
students and their instructor also became 
champions of this project.

Another important element of community 
engagement was through focus groups.  In 
total nine focus groups were held: eight of 
which took place in specific areas (Texada 
Island, Lasqueti Island, north of town, 
Tla’amin, Wildwood, Townsite/Cranberry, 
Westview/Grief Point, and south of town) 
and one which was specifically for childcare 
providers.  These discussions varied in size, 
but all that took place provided crucial 
information about the complexities at 
play in the lives of families and childcare 
providers.  Again, snacks and childcare were 
provided for all who attended.

It is important to note that the demographic 
we were seeking to target through our 
community engagement (parents/guardians 
and caregivers of young children) is 
understandably hard to reach because they 
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are so very over-extended already.  Efforts 
were made to make the surveys and focus 
groups as accessible as possible.

A final community event was hosted at 
the end of the entire project – as a way 
of thanking all who participated, and 
making the final report as accessible to the 
community as possible.

In addition to meeting with parents/
guardians and childcare providers, we 
sought to learn from key content experts 
in relation to this issue: one-on-one 
interviews were held with a number of 
professionals local to this region and 
also with elected leaders at each level of 
government (local, provincial, and federal) 
providing vital information about the 
economic and political landscape to ensure 
the region-wide plan developed through 
this process would be realistic and feasible.  
We also held one-on-one conversations 
with one parent and one childcare provider 
(as case studies), to bring depth to our 
understanding of their experiences.

Research to support the community 
engagement strategy included: detailed 
maps of family demographics and existing 
childcare spaces throughout the region; 
an inventory of current childcare spaces; 
a review of local bylaws and policies; a 
review of previous research conducted 
in the region as it pertains to childcare 
needs and planning; a review of research 
conducted elsewhere as it pertains to early 
childhood development and early childhood 
education, and detailed exploration of 
models implemented in other communities 
facing similar challenges.  
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Appendix B: Parent/
Guardian Focus Group 
Summaries
Westview/Grief Point
This meeting had three participants (each 
of whom brought one child with them).  
Childminding and snacks were provided.  
The project was outlined in general terms, 
and participants shared their central 
experiences with childcare: 

 » Parent of one, on maternity leave, 
and on waitlists for almost every 
place.  Only ‘choice’ will be which one 
becomes available when returning to 
work (shift work).  Challenges include 
few spaces for infants/toddlers, and 
few spaces offered with flexible hours. 

 » Parent of three, moved to Powell River 
for lower cost of living and ability 
to stay at home with children.  No 
family support, but lots of drop in 
opportunities to connect with other 
parents and support from friends.  
Partner took paternity leave, and also 
takes flex days, so this parent can work 
part time and participate in committees.

 » Parent of three who is a student, 
works, and is doing practicum.  Lack 
of affordable childcare has interfered 
with ability to complete degree to 
this point, leading to many challenges 
economically and otherwise.  Fearful 
of actually joining the workforce upon 
university graduation because subsidy 
will be cut back, student loans will have 
to be repaid, and the childcare problem 
will still not have been addressed.

Discussions then took place with key 
findings as follows.

Informal childcare options

When asked what they or others they 
know do to get by, they said they rely on 
friends, family, hiring (an untrained) Nanny, 
even Facebook.  Partner taking days off 
work occasionally has to happen.  Flying a 
parent from another province to provide 
short term childcare is a last resort.  None 
of these options are ideal as they don’t 
have SAFETY and QUALITY for the child 
at the center of decision-making and these 
are big concerns.  They often have to 
sacrifice the kind of care they value out of 
necessity.  And they feel guilty sometimes 
for burdening friends and family.  There 
is frustration that this responsibility to 
respond to unforeseen circumstances falls 
to them as mothers.  It doesn’t allow for 
planning, establishing trusting relationships, 
and making decisions based on the best 
interest of the child.

Maternity and paternity leave are helpful, 
but do bring some challenges in that they 
are short term, and can only be accessed if 
there is already a stable job – and for all of 
the reasons listed above, this is often not 
the case.

Wish List

Participants had many ideas of what they 
would like to see in this region.  Central to 
all of it, however, is CHOICE:

 » Build a quality center that 
accommodates a range of ages and 
needs – it can be a hub with resources 
for parents, assessments, and nice 
outdoor space.  
 » Don’t just build one center; work 
with existing buildings and space to 
create options: the newly developed 
mall in the Townsite would be a good 
location.
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 » If it is going to be built in a strategic 
way that offers affordable and 
equitable services and pays ECEs fairly 
for the important work of raising the 
next generation, we cannot expect 
citizens to do this. It has to be an 
outside source – government.  

 » Statistics say that the aging population 
is growing at a rapid rate but so 
are births in the region. Can we 
marry these two and construct 
intergenerational centers?  If money 
is already going into seniors housing, 
childcare should always be attached.

 » An expedited process if a childcare 
provider steps us to meet a 
community needs and other incentives 
and supports (lower rent, support with 
grant-writing, etc).

 » The $10/day is really wonderful, but 
ECEs need to be paid fairly and the 
bar should not only be on cheap care 
but quality.

 » As in other countries, pay benefits for 
part time employment and offer free 
childcare and university education.

 » Ensure pensions continue to be 
supported when people are on 
parental leave, and provide more 
flexibility about returning to work on 
a part-time basis after parental leave 
(without losing benefits).  

 » Explore pension-type options for 
people who choose to care for their 
own children during the early years.

Hidden burdens families are bearing

Stresses these parents face include:

 » Feeling like they are jeopardizing career 
and pension – future stability and 
earning potential

 » Guilt about not being able to prioritize 
safety, quality, values, and child 
wellbeing when accessing care

 » Guilt about taking up childcare spaces 
when there is knowledge of the 
shortage in the region

 » Financial burdens and gender inequities 
within the family, and within society

 » Awkwardness and stigma that still 
exists around men taking paternity 
leave

 » Shame that exists around being a ‘stay-
at-home mom’

 » Lack of access to many benefits that 
exist (such as maternity leave because 
of not having stable work to begin with, 
or subsidies if an income is earned).  
Many people work multiple jobs in this 
community.

What’s next?

Participants would like the opportunity to 
come together again (February) with people 
who live in other regions in order to hear 
from and share with a wider segment of 
their community.

North of town (north of 
Tla’amin, Lund, and Savary 
Island)
One person, who is a childcare provider 
north of town, attended this meeting and 
spoke with the interests of both parents/
guardians and childcare providers in mind.  
An overview of the project was provided, 
and discussions then took place with key 
findings as follows.

Snapshot of childcare in the 
community

Currently, the pre-school runs from 9:00 
to 1:00 on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  It is 
licensed for up to 10 children, 30 months 
to 5 years of age.  It runs through the Lund 
Community Society and is a parent co-op.  
The teacher has a part-time supervisor, a 
decent wage, and sick days 

The pre-school space (at the Northside 
Community Recreation Center) is ideal – 
there is a kitchen, great outdoor space, and 
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lots of indoor space with a separate nap 
room.  The space is very affordable, at only 
$10/day rent.

Many families who live rurally do not need 
or want full time childcare, particularly 
in early years, but this is changing as 
economic realities change. The demand is 
growing, but flexibility is required.

The pre-school serves has a central ‘hub’ 
for people who live north of town, with 
children at the center of it.  This serves 
a really important community-building 
function.  Without it, many families would 
commute to town for more and more 
of their needs (practical and relational), 
which would lead to a deterioration of 
the sense of community in Lund (and 
it would essentially become a ‘satellite’ 
of Powell River).  Given the geographic 
space between neighbours north of town, 
this hub function is really vital for the 
community overall.

The population is small, and demographic 
changes over time means there are dips 
and growth spurts that make hard to 
maintain programming when the economic 
sustainability of the pre-school is directly 
tied to numbers.  At present, there are 6-7 
children in the program, and this is not 
economically feasible over the long term 
without financial backing.

There are more people in Lund getting ECE 
training, but the likelihood that they will 
desire full-time work is low, as many people 
who live north of town spend time at food 

production, etc.  They might be able to 
increase hours at the center and job-share 
the responsibility among them.

Informal forms of childcare

Many parents north of town opt to care for 
their own children, but even then things 
come up and out of home care can be 
needed unexpectedly.  Also, when parents’ 
relationships end and they move into 
separate houses, this increases the need for 
out-of-home childcare.

Many friends care for each other’s 
children, and this is facilitated through the 
relationships that are built through the pre-
school, which often last a lifetime.  FAMILY 
members also provide informal childcare.  

The pre-school teacher often provides 
after-school care for one child.  

Some parents actually take their young 
children to work with them, which is not 
always possible.

The pre-school is a parent co-op, and 
one parent is always present during 
operating hours.  Parents also participate 
in professional development twice a year, 
and support the center through fundraising.  
This model has benefits in that there 
is parent ownership and involvement, 
however it is also an additional burden on 
parents.  
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Wish list
It is really important for this community 
that childcare is provided in community.  
For this to be feasible, there needs to be 
financial backing to support the center 
and enable ECEs to have good-paying 
and stable jobs, regardless of the numbers 
of children enrolled in the program. Part-
time daycare and after-school care could 
be offered in Lund, and the space already 
exists.  What is needed is not space, but 
financial backing that does not rely on 
stable and high enrollment numbers year 
after year.

The provincial grants the pre-school has 
previously relied upon have changed 
recently.  While the dollar value being 
offered has increased, the kinds of things 
that are covered has changed.  At this point, 
workers are buying toys and art supplies 
out of their own pockets, which is not 
sustainable.

Developmentally, attachment to parents is 
really important.  The government should 
not only fund out of home childcare, but 
should also support parents to care for their 
children as long as they can. Maternity/
Parental leave should be for two years. This 
is an age where children are ready to move 
away from family for the first time.

At the moment the ECE Registrar 
requirements are provincial, but seem to 
be modelled on an urban reality.  In a rural 
community, there are different realities 
at play, and the hope is that different 
qualification requirements could be put 
in place for rural communities in BC.  For 
instance, the 500 supervised hours is 
an impossible demand for the current 
preschool teacher who runs her own 
center.  

We have a huge capacity gap between our 
experienced ECEs (a large number who 
want to retire) and new ECEs who may not 
yet have enough work or life experience 
to really be able to hold down programs.  
What can we offer to make work and family 
go together better so (largely women) are 

more likely to stay in the field? In Germany, 
teachers are allowed to come back after 
having children for any amount of hours 
they wish to work and the system supports 
and hires around this.

Educational institutions should value 
“care work” as much as other work.  
Currently unpaid practica are required to 
get credentialed in this field, while male-
dominated fields like engineering have paid 
co-ops.

The notion of 10$/day childcare is great for 
families, but where does the money come 
from, and how are ECEs supported to gain 
a fair wage in this situation?  The $1/hr 
wage top-up is a start, but not adequate.  
A transparent plan to support parents and 
workers would be appreciated.

What’s next?

Participant will be conducting a “Lund-
specific” survey for parents in January 
2020 and will share results of this with the 
Region-wide Childcare Planning Team.  She 
has requested that Lund-specific results 
from this research be shared back with her 
as well.

South of town (South of 
Grief Point to Saltery Bay)
This meeting had one participant who 
has two children: one who is school-aged 
and one who is under 12 months.   The 
project was outlined in general terms, and 
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participant shared their central experiences 
with childcare.  

Discussions then took place with key 
findings as follows:

Informal childcare options

In order to get by, parents rely on extended 
family members a lot.  This is extremely 
helpful, as it comes at no cost.  Sometimes 
one family member is available as a 
consistent support, which is helpful – but 
can also be a burden, particularly if they are 
aging.  Other family members and friends 
can be relied on from time to time as well 
to try to lighten the load. 

These informal networks are greatly 
appreciated, however, it means the 
standard for quality care cannot be 
expected.  Things like physical activity, 
outdoor time, healthy food, and limited 
screen time cannot be imposed on 
someone who is offering their support for 
free. When children are not getting a lot of 
activity and healthy food during their day, 
this can interfere with evening routines, as 
energy levels are then high – which is an 
additional challenge for parents juggling 
work and childcare.

In a two-parent household, work 
schedules are alternated as much as 
possible in order to share the parenting 
time.  But this is not always possible.  
Sometimes work has to be missed or 
schedules changes; and it is helpful to 
have accommodating and understanding 
employers.

Wish List

Ideally, there will be a range of smaller 
childcare spaces available that extend 
throughout the rural parts of our region, 
in order to accommodate people who 
live north and south of town.  While 
home-based care can be nice, a central-

to-the-neighbourhood, public building 
that is spacious and employs qualified 
ECEs would be ideal for quality care.  A 
natural outdoor playspace and lots of 
outdoor time would be great. Safety is also 
extremely important.

To have childcare offered in or near A 
school and in or near a seniors’ facility 
would be amazing!  The joy that both 
children and older people experience when 
they have the opportunity to come together 
cannot be overstated. Having childcare near 
a school helps children transition – and 
helps parents who have to drop off and pick 
up multiple children.

The need for fair wages for ECEs came up 
as a known barrier and the hope is that this 
will change with a region-wide plan.

Hidden burdens families are bearing

Living south of town, location and hours of 
childcare are a real barrier.  Parents who live 
south of town need childcare to be offered 
for enough hours that enables them to go 
back home and take care of chores or do 
other things with their day. The need for 
longer hours limits choice and opportunity 
for parents to find a provider that is the 
best fit for their family in terms of approach.  

Another challenge is the limited spaces for 
childcare for children under 12 months of 
age.  

Transportation has also been a real barrier, 
but the bus routes have improved recently, 
which really helps families out.

What’s next?

This participant works in the social services 
field, and would like to SEE CHANGE at 
both a community and policy level. 
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Lasqueti Island
This meeting had six participants.  The 
project was introduced, and participants 
shared their experiences related to 
childcare: All parent participants had 
experience on Lasqueti Island raising young 
children; no off-island experience was 
noted. 

Currently on Lasqueti there is no on-island 
childcare is available until age 2.5.  For 
children over 2.5 and potty trained, the 
only licensed childcare is two days per 
week, seasonally (and the provider aims to 
retire in 2020).  Provincial childcare subsidy 
is available, but the paperwork can be a 
barrier.

Discussions then took place with key 
findings as follows:

Informal childcare options

The local elementary school has closures on 
alternate Fridays, causing parents of school-
aged kids to scramble to find places for 
their kids to go so parents don’t have to 
miss work.  Friends’ homes are often the 
only option, or taking the child to work.  
There is a lack of teenagers for affordable 
babysitting due to the fact that teenagers 
must relocate to larger community for high 
school years.  Aside from that, Individual 
babysitting is cost-prohibitive; wage for 
babysitter is often nearly equivalent to 
earned wage of parent. 

When asked what they or others they 
know do to get by, they said that for 
younger children, childcare is generally the 
mother’s responsibility, usually preventing 
her from engaging in paid employment 
and encouraging “old fashioned” division 
of labour (breadwinner/homemaker).  
Grandparents or other family members can 
help, however when this help is relied upon 
too heavily, it can strain family relationships.  
Many Lasqueti parents don’t have any local 
relatives to provide care.

Casual, unstructured “swap” can happen 
between families when there is the social 
comfort to do this, however it can feel 
awkward — people generally don’t like to 
keep track of hours or exchange money; 
everyone tends to worry they are asking for 
help too often.

One strategy to compensate for lack of 
childcare is to structure a home-based 
business around things which can be done 
with kids in the home.

Wish List

Participants had many ideas as to what 
would help to address the childcare 
shortage and the challenges this causes for 
families:

A preschool or daycare location at (or 
near) the school would be helpful for 
those who have multiple children, and to 
coordinate with other downtown errands.  
Also, since many homes are isolated and 
many households have only one vehicle 
(used primarily by the employed parent), 
transportation and a central convenient 
location are important.

Choice would be appreciated by parents: 
It would be nice to have the option of full 
time “drop-in” childcare, five days per 
week, to be used as-needed.  The childcare 
provider would also need to be able to 
take days off — ideally there would be a 
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“back-up” provider for sickness or other 
needs.  It would be nice to have early drop-
off option for days when parents have to 
take the ferry (early ferry leaves at 8 AM, 
so drop off would be needed at 7:30).  
Additionally, Family Care could be possible 
for a parent who would like to operate a 
home-based daycare (and wouldn’t need 
ECE training).  That said, the value of having 
an ECE certified provider is noted and 
reinforced by local teachers — “kindergarten 
readiness” is an issue locally and well-
trained providers help with that.

In terms of structural support for families, 
parents would love help from a childcare 
provider to help with subsidy paperwork.  
It would be great if community meetings 
would have childcare available so 
parents could participate more in public 
discussions.  Participants also said they 
would like to have structured time for 
families to get together casually, playgroup 
etc.

They noted it may not be economically 
viable to offer stable childcare on Lasqueti 
(training, licensing, operations, space 
rental, overhead) without financial support, 
given the small number of children on the 
island.  Stable childcare should be available 
regardless of fluctuations in attendance, 
there should be a steady income for the 
childcare provider which is guaranteed 
(current provider has a 3-child minimum 
and will close the centre if this is not 
met).  Childcare providers need to be 
supported.  A suggestion put forward in 
this group is to offer regional scholarships 
for ECE education costs, possibly for 
serving an isolated community.  The 
scholarship could stipulate a commitment 
to serve the home community for a 
stipulated time — eg. 5 years?  

Hidden burdens families are bearing

The only possible work for the primary 
parent can only be done two days per 
week during childcare hours, with seasonal 
closures (very limiting).  Lack of childcare 
can cause mental health issues, social 
isolation.  It’s not just needed for paid 
work that this interferes with. This causes 
relationship stress, financial hardship 
from lost wages.

Care Act grants have inspection restrictions 
which can be prohibitive on Lasqueti 
(potable water, child-proof areas, etc.).  
Barriers such as wood-stove heating and 
lack of municipal water can discourage 

potential providers.  Licensing requirements 
do not take the unique realities of rural 
communities into consideration.

Furthermore, the community loses 
families who move because of lack of 
childcare.  Parents experience pressure 
to move off Lasqueti due to lack of 
childcare options to support most forms 
of employment.  Some have left in recent 
years due to lack of childcare, and families 
sometimes separate if one person has a 
professional career which requires childcare.  
Lack of a local high school options affects 
families due to disruption in having to 
relocate — more families might be here 
otherwise, creating more critical mass for 
childcare options.
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Texada Island
This meeting had six participants: five 
who attended the session in person, and 
one who provided feedback virtually.  The 
project was outlined in general terms, 
and participants shared their central 
experiences with childcare: 

 » A parent/foster parent of four, who 
provides after-school care at her home.

 » A youth, who babysits for families on 
the island. 

 » A grandparent of two, who is also 
the qathet Regional Director for the 
island.  She attended because attracting 
young families to the island can be a 
challenge.

 » A parent of four, who struggles with his 
partner to juggle the load of their two 
jobs, volunteer responsibilities, and no 
daycare on the island.

 » A parent of two, who struggles to 
find enough structure for her active 
children.

 » A parent of two, who is also the pre-
school teacher.

Discussions then took place with key 
findings as follows:

Informal childcare options

When asked what they or others they know 
do to get by, they said they rely heavily on 

friends and family.  The pre-school and 
after school care are very helpful, but can 
only accommodate certain numbers of 
children and operate certain hours.  A big 
challenge is finding a schedule for childcare 
that is stable and fits with work schedules 
(ferry and quarries in particular).  Juggling 
work schedules with partners, taking turns 
with childcare (and drop off and pick up) 
with friends, and relying on grandparents 
and family members are all part of the 
equation.  Parental leave from work is 
helpful, but time-limited.  Sometimes a 
family member who lives at a distance will 
come for a period of time to help when 
needed.  And sometimes parents have to 
miss work when there is no other option.  
Facebook is a useful tool for 
communications and generally the informal 
network is very supportive of the 
complexities of family and work life.

With recent staff turnover at some of the 
major employers on the island, there are 
new, young people coming to the area, 
potentially increasing the need for childcare 
that accommodates these work schedules.  
Sometimes young families who are thinking 
of moving to the island inquire about 
services and are told about the shortage, 
which can be a deterrent.  It is challenging 
to think about who could provide stable 
childcare, when the numbers of young 
children fluctuate depending on what 
is happening at the quarry and ferry – as 
well as the rental market (housing), which 
is becoming a barrier as well.  There may 
not be enough young children – and high 
enough wages – for someone to make a 
living as an ECE on Texada.

Wish List
Participants had fairly consistent ideas 
about what they would like to see on 
the island.  They were not particularly 
concerned with choice and variety, but 
rather interested in having at least one 
stable option for families – and workers - 
to rely on.  The idea was to have a central 
location with multi-age licensing, to 
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accommodate as many families as possible:

 » There is space at the school that could 
be re-purposed (with improvements) 
for licensed daycare and preschool (if 
the union allows).  This is a nice option 
as it enables parents with school-aged 
children and younger children to have 
just one drop-off location.  It also 
allows for a seamless transition for 
children into Kindergarten.

 » There is a seniors housing development 
in progress, which was also discussed 
as a potential site.  Co-locating 
childcare and seniors housing has 
many benefits.  In this case, it could be 
purpose-built, which is also appealing.

 » Another possible existing space is the 
old school (Sandpipers building).

 » Affordability of childcare is important, 
but so are fair wages and stable jobs 
for childcare providers.  It is difficult to 
meet all of these needs with fluctuating 
numbers of children.

 » safety (first aid training) and nice 
indoor and outdoor space for children 
are also priorities.

Participants projected that an ECE might be 
attracted to the island (or someone on the 
island might be attracted to ECE) if such an 
employment option existing – and this in 
turn could help attract more young families 
to the community.

Hidden burdens families are bearing

While the community is strong and existing 
options are affordable (or free) and based 
on trusting relationships, there is a 
fear of overburdening others who are 
providing this support.  Parents do not 
want to take advantage of aging family 
members or already-busy friends.  Other 
stresses include the emotional burden that 
comes with this kind of juggling: parents 
may not get to spend quality time as a 
family with their children together, as they 
are staggering their work schedules to 
accommodate the lack of daycare.  Stress 
is cumulative and surfaces in other ways.  

Given there is little choice, it is not always 
possible to find childcare that is optimal in 
terms of approach and fit with a particular 
child and family.

What’s next?

Participants would like to actively explore 
some of the creative options discussed, 
including developing a new space at the 
school or in the forthcoming seniors 
housing, and in home-based after-school 
care setting.

Wildwood, Cranberry/
Townsite, and Tla’amin
No one attended these focus groups.  
Fortunately, all three of these areas have 
representation on the Childcare Planning 
Advisory Committee.  Additionally, just prior 
to the launch of this project, Tla’amin had 
undergone its own extensive overview of 
child and family services, with a great deal 
of participation from parents, guardians, 
and childcare providers. Information from 
that process can be accessed by contacting 
the Executive Director of Tla’amin Health, 
or the Manager of the Tla’amin Child 
Development Resource Center.
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Appendix C: Childcare 
Resources Maps
Population maps provided by VCH indicate 
the vast majority of licensed childcare 
resources are located in Westview, with 
none appearing in Townsite or Wildwood:

Given that transportation was identified 
as a barrier for some families – particularly 
in the more rural areas of the region – it 
is useful also to see the distribution of 
families living with low income in relation to 
the location of childcare resources:

It is important to note that the colour 
coding on these maps represents real 

numbers – not percentages.  Thus, 6-10 
children in a less densely populated area 
of the region would represent a larger 
percentage than the same number of 
children in Westview, for instance.

Lone-parent families are particularly 
challenged by inaccessibility of childcare.  
Here we can see the distribution of lone-
parent families in relation to existing 
childcare resources:
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Appendix D: Letter to Minister Katrina Chen

Dear Minister Katrina Chen,

We are so grateful for the huge steps that have been made for children and families with 
your government.  In our region, we can feel the difference this is making already.  

One of the things the qathet Regional District has embarked upon with the support of 
your government is a region-wide childcare planning strategy.  Through this process, my 
colleagues and I have been engaging parents, guardians, ECE students, and childcare 
providers to hear what is working and what is needed in order to achieve accessible and 
equitable childcare for families in our communities.  

Being a rural community, our needs are less pronounced in the area of new spaces and 
more related to supporting Early Childhood Educators.  While our community engagement 
is still in process, here are some key insights thus far:

- What parents/guardians need (flexibility, affordability, accessibility, and choice) and what 
childcare providers are resourced to offer are not the same.  While parents/guardians 
need childcare that accommodates shiftwork and holidays (for example), childcare 
providers are not adequately resourced to offer very much outside of regular business 
hours.

- Licensing requirements are designed for an urban setting and not all suitable for a rural 
environment.  Developing licensing requirements that fit the unique realities of rural 
communities would go a long way.

- Funding models currently require a base number of children (which is not always feasible 
in small communities) and fees from parents. Fees prevent many parents from entering 
the workforce themselves, while still not offering fair wages for ECEs to that reflect the 
level of qualification required for the job.  

- Many family-run centers have existed until now because operators have offered time 
and supplies voluntarily.  Current economic realities – including housing prices – preclude 
the next generation of ECEs from making this kind of life-long commitment to a field 
that literally does not pay the bills for them.

- ECE students graduate their program with significant debt and without the promise of 
competitive wages.  This makes recruitment to the field challenging, and retention of 
workers even more challenging.  There are facilities in our region that have waitlists – 
not because of limited space, but because of a lack of workers.

We share this with you for two reasons: 1) We hope it may be useful for you in considering 
rural communities as you move forward with your plan for continuing to address childcare 
needs in this province, and 2) We hope to be able to hear from you how we might address 
some of these concerns in our own community.
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While our region-wide child childcare planning strategy is local in focus, we know that 
our challenges are shared by many throughout the province.  Some possibilities we would 
support at a provincial level include: 

- Loan forgiveness for ECE students – recognizing their work as a vital public service

- Continued increases to the rates of wage subsidies for ECEs

- Licensing regulations unique to rural communities, developed in collaboration with rural 
communities

- Base operations funding for very rural communities (like Texada Island, Lasqueti Island, 
and Lund) to help them weather fluctuations in numbers without loosing valuable and 
trained members of their community who provide Early Childhood Education.

- Universal childcare for all.

We understand these are aspirational, but wanted to share these with you – based on the 
feedback we’ve heard from our community, as we know yours is an aspirational government.  
We would love to hear from you if there are any opportunities you see related to these 
particular challenges that we might be able to consider as part of our region-wide strategy.  
And we would love to be in contact with you if there is any way we can lend our voices to 
what is taking place at a provincial level.

You can reach me and other members of my team in the following ways:

Meriko Kubota – Powell River/ qathet Regional District Social Planner: mkubota@
powellriver.ca

Marlane Christensen – contractor, Childcare Planning Project: marlane@buildabridge.ca

Janet Newbury – contractor, Childcare Planning Project: janet.newbury@gmail.com 

Thank you, for all you do, and for your consideration of these matters.  

Janet Newbury, 

on behalf of the qathet Regional District Region-wide Childcare Planning Team
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Appendix E: Petition to the Honorable Ahmed 
Hussen, MP
Petition to the Honorable Ahmed Hussen, MP

WHEREAS 

A lack of quality, accessible, and affordable childcare is barrier faced by a growing number 
of families across the country that interferes with full participation in the workforce and 
community life;

This disproportionately affects women, with a cumulative effect throughout the lifespan 
contributing to poverty in old age; children with special needs, and other already 
marginalized groups; 

Research demonstrates that quality early childhood education serves a preventative 
approach to addressing many challenges children and youth may face as they grow older; 
and

The markedly low wages available to Early Childhood Educators, despite high standards of 
qualification, and limited support for operations, lead to a shortage of licensed childcare 
spaces in communities, even where physical infrastructure is present.

We, the electors of North Island – Powell River, call upon the Honorable Ahmed Hussen, 
MP to:

Address the growing national childcare crisis by providing ongoing and substantial funds to 
the provinces and territories specifically designated for the education and wages of Early 
Childhood Educators and the ongoing operations of childcare centers – recognizing these as 
a vital public service.

Signatures (Canadian 
citizens or residents 
only)

Name Address Email/Phone 
(optional)

1.
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Appendix F: Promising 
Practices
In developing a region-wide plan, it 
can be useful to take a look at some 
promising practices from which we 
might learn.  Drawing strategically 
from each of these examples can 
contribute to a well-rounded approach 
for increasing access to quality childcare 
spaces in the qRD over the next ten 
years.

Basic income and universal 
childcare
We can learn from other jurisdictions in 
which population-wide approaches such as 
basic income and universal childcare have 
been adopted or explored:  

Preliminary results from Finland’s basic 
income trial, for instance, indicate no 
major changes to employment rates but 
significant positive impacts on health and 
wellbeing – which has social and economic 
implications.  There are important cautions, 
however, about implementing a trial that 
comes to an abrupt end leaving people in 
the lurch.  Similar trials have taken place 
in Ontario and Kenya, and are set to be 
implemented in the United States and 
potentially India (see Paddison, 2019).

Universal childcare, on the other hand, has 
a much clearer track record.  Quebec is a 
close-to-home example which provides 
good evidence of the potential of such 
a model – as well as the need to attend 
not only to costs, but quality (Williams, 
2018).  In general, however, there is a lot of 
evidence to show that universal approaches 
to quality childcare are good for children, 
families, and economies (Ivanova, 2015).  

Alberni-Clayoquot 
advocacy for substantial 
provincial support
In the fall of 2019, the Alberni-Clayoquot 
Regional District (ACRD) released its 
childcare needs assessment.  While local 
goals and strategies are identified, central 
to its recommendations is substantial 
provincial support.  The goal of 50% space 
availability for its population of children 
will likely only be possible with provincial 
implementation of the $10 a day childcare 
plan.  Additionally, specific provincial 
recommendations appear throughout the 
report.

In a letter to both the Minister of Children 
and Family Development and the Minister 
for the State of Childcare urging the 
implementation of this plan, the ACRD 
stated:

The return on investment for 
communities is significant; not 
only will parents be able to return 
to work, but also the resilience 
of children will increase through 
quality early care and education, 
with the ultimate outcome being 
healthier, more productive citizens, 
and stronger social and economic 
sustainability. (Alberni-Clayoquat 
Regional District, 2019).

As individual regions, working in solidarity 
by advocating for this and other support 
from provincial and federal governments 
will strengthen the powerful case for 
meaningful and sustained early years 
investment in our communities.
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By-law adjustments
Other places in BC – such as Alberni-
Clayoquot Regional District, Campbell River, 
and Courtenay - have demonstrated that 
revising by-laws pertaining to zoning, traffic, 
sustainability, and business licenses can 
eliminate significant barriers.  

Following the lead of other municipalities 
and regional districts, the Planning 
department of the City of Powell River has 
reviewed existing bylaws, plans and policies 
as they relate to the regulation, facilitation 
and incentivization of child care provision. 
A process to review the below areas to 
support the Region-wide Childcare Planning 
Project has been initiated:

City of Powell River Zoning Bylaw 2100, 
2006 (specifically Part 2: Definitions and 
Part 7: Home-Based Business Regulation):

 » Consider the creation of a childcare 
permitted use in residential and 
institutional zones that better reflects 
the Provincial mandate

 » Review of restrictions and requirements 
of childcare uses as home-based 
businesses, including: number of 
employees, customers, use of square 
footage, traffic or parking, and building 
and fire inspection

 » Number of children permitted in 
childcare is not updated to the 
Province’s legislation

 » Review parking requirements in 
relationship to curbside management 
in the Traffic Bylaw for regulations that 
may inadvertently limit childcare and/or 
cause conflicts in residential areas.

 » Review the Institutional Zone in terms 
of permitted uses to ensure that 
childcare is permitted near schools and 
other institutions.

 » Review community amenity 
contribution policies as they relate to 
the creation of new childcare spaces.

City of Powell River Business Licence 
Bylaw 2226, 2010:

 » Review Business License Bylaw for 
specific regulations for childcare 
facilities in homes, such as frequency of 
inspections, business license renewals, 
home-based business requirements 
as they pertain to secondary suites, 
and other potential opportunities and 
challenges. 

 » Currently home-based licenses for 
existing childcare facilities have roll-
over renewals (the applicant does not 
need to re-apply each year). There 
is the possibility that exceptions to 
Home-Based Business regulations to 
facilitate childcare centers have been 
made in the past, which has created 
inconsistencies between historical and 
newly licensed operators. Auditing 
these and reviewing the process for 
license renewal is an opportunity.

Additional recommendations for local by-
law review include thorough examination 
of the following policies for meaningful 
consideration of childcare planning, and 
ensuring they are in line with provincial 
regulations:

 » City of Powell River Sustainable 
Official Community Plan Bylaw 2370, 
2014 (specifically sections 6.3.2 Youth, 
Family & Special Needs Policies, 8.1.2 
Economic Development Policies)

 » Powell River’s 2015 Integrated 
Community Sustainability Plan 
(ICSP), specifically Strategy Area: Our 
Economy, Strategic Direction 1

 » Electoral Area A Official Community 
Plan, Bylaw No. 500, 2015

 » Savary Island Official Community Plan, 
Bylaw No. 403, 2006

 » Electoral Area B Official Community 
Plan, Bylaw No. 465, 2012

 » Electoral Area C Official Community 
Plan, Bylaw No. 467, 2012

 » Texada Island Official Community Plan, 
Bylaw No. 395, 2005 – updated Bylaw 
at second reading: Texada Island Official 
Community Plan Bylaw No. 551, 2019 
(Not currently adopted)
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A thorough by-law review with access to 
childcare and the creation of new spaces in 
mind is an immediate and effective way to 
support a region-wide childcare plan that is 
not resource-heavy or reliant on provincial 
or federal government support.

Tla’amin Nation’s Child 
Development Resource 
Center
Locally, there is one childcare facility 
that offers benefits and pensions to its 
workers: The Child Development Resource 
Center (CDRC) in the Tla’amin Nation.  As 
employees of Tla’amin Health, workers at 
the CDRC are members of a union, and as 
such are entitled to these benefits as well 
as union support and/or representation 
when required.  This precedent opens 
the door to possibilities of ECEs being 
unionized in other work environments – for 
instance, if childcare spaces are opened in a 
school or business location.

The CDRC welcomes children from all 
families, while providing additional subsidies 
to Tla’amin children, increasing affordability.  
In terms of quality, trauma-informed 
practice and cultural programming are 
central commitments at this facility, and an 
Aboriginal Supported Child Development 
worker is on site.

The CDRC has submitted an extensive 
application for MCFD’s New Spaces grant, 
which is hoped to bring 75 new spaces 
to the region by July 2021 (including a 
substantial increase of Infant and Toddler 
spaces).  

Sechelt Nation’s investment 
in childcare
In addition to benefits and pensions for its 
workers, the Sechelt Nation offers universal 
childcare to its members, and pays some of 
the highest wages to its workers (at $25/
hr) as compared to other facilities on the 
Sunshine Coast and in the lower mainland.  
This investment serves the community 
when it comes to recruitment and retention 

of ECEs, affordability and accessibility, and 
quality care.

Co-locating childcare with 
senior care
Given our population is continuing to 
age, a recent Canadian study suggest 
this is an opportune time to respond 
to the simultaneous demands for more 
childcare and “more creative older adult 
programming” by co-locating childcare 
with seniors’ care and/or housing (Weeks, 
MacQuarrie, Begley, Nilsson, & MacDougall, 
2016, p. 288).   There is growing interest in 
this model, and our focus groups indicated 
people living in the qRD like it.

Research so far shows benefits of shared 
sites to older adults, children, and their 
families, including: more efficient use of 
spaces, reduction of negative stereotyping, 
narrowing the generation gap, appreciation 
for diversity, forming intergenerational 
relationships, enhanced self-esteem, and 
positive experiences.  Organizationally 
these arrangements can add value in terms 
of both cost saving and public relations.  
Weeks et al’s (2016) research indicates the 
following additional potential benefits and/
or risks:

 » Many participants felt having children 
around would benefit nursing home 
residents – adding joy and levity, 
particularly for seniors who are isolated 
and/or during traditional holiday times.  
Some concerns were that it would raise 
the risk of illness being spread, that the 
noise and activity could bother some 
residents, and that attention may shift 
from the needs of residents.

 » One quarter of respondents (who 
were nursing home staff) indicated 
they might use the childcare facilities 
themselves, which could increase 
both productivity of staff and support 
their relationships with their children.  
Some concerns were raised about the 
potential of hours not aligning and 
other logistics, but overall responses 
were positive.
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 » It was perceived by respondents 
that this could fill a void for children 
attending the childcare center who 
may not have access to older adults 
in their lives, and could also help with 
certain social skills, and about life as a 
cycle.  Some concerns involved illness 
and safety of the children, particularly 
if some older residents may have 
cognitive challenges.

School District partnerships
A growing trend – popular among many 
parents/guardians in our region – is the co-
location of childcare with schools.  

On December 2, 2019, “Education Minister 
Rob Fleming announced a new $11.2 
million capital project for West Sechelt 
Elementary ... The existing portables are to 
be replaced by a 145 seat, six classroom 
addition, as well as a neighbourhood 
learning centre with a child care facility 
with up to 24 seats. The project is expected 
to complete in 2021, with the child care 
facility opening in 2022” (District of Sechelt, 
2020).

Similarly, the Greater Victoria School 
District (with community partners) was 
granted $4.6 million from the provincial 
government to open 439 new licensed 
spaces in schools throughout Greater 
Victoria.  Education Minister Rob Fleming 
said “There are many advantages to 
partnering child care facilities with the 
school district … It allows parents to drop 
off school-age kids and toddlers at the 
same place, children in preschool can have 
a seamless transition to kindergarten, and 
childhood educators are part of the school’s 
education team” (DeRosa, 2018).

Newfoundland’s Growing 
our Future Childcare Co-
operative
In 2013 PRACL’s needs assessment 
identified that even though a new childcare 
facility was needed in this region, there 
were very real challenges to generating 

enough revenue through the operations 
of such a facility for it to be feasible and 
affordable for families.  

A response to this challenge may be to 
think outside of a traditional business model 
for a vital social service such as childcare.  
One possible model is demonstrated in 
Port-aux-Basques, Newfoundland, with 
their childcare co-operative.  As stated in 
their business plan:

The Growing our Future Childcare 
Co-operative was formed by a group 
of concerned citizens recognizing 
the need for quality, regulated 
childcare services and the social, 
financial and economic benefits 
to the community that a childcare 
center can provide.  In a time when 
entrepreneurs, non-profit, and local/
provincial governments are not 
able to address this need, the co-
operative model is perfectly suited 
…

In partnership with the Leading Edge 
Credit Union, and with substantial financial 
and other support from the provincial 
Ministry of Education and Early Childhood 
Development, this childcare co-operative 
opened its doors in 2018 and demand 
has exceeded expectations: the center 
has “maintained 100% occupancy since 
its inception” according to the April 2019 
chair’s report.

The Growing our Future Childcare co-
operative has been amazingly forthcoming 
with information about their model, in the 
hopes that they can help other communities 
to learn from both their successes and 
challenges in implementing similar projects.  
They have provided us access to their 
business plan, by-laws, financial statements, 
and other key information, and have been 
available for conversation.  
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Childcare facilities network 
proposal
A local ECE and VIU’s ECEC instructor, 
Laura Cocksedge, proposes a networked 
approach to addressing the shortage 
of childcare spaces in this region.  Her 
suggestion is for the qRD to purchase 
five to eight homes throughout the region 
– retrofitting them to meet licensing 
requirements.  MCFD’s New Spaces fund 
could provide funding for the purchase of 
homes and costs of renovation; the City 
could provide the land expedite permitting 
processes; local companies would be 
supported with additional work through 
the renovations; VCH could provide grant 
funding, and Community Futures might 
support the launch of new childcare 
ventures.  Partnerships would be central to 
this initiative.

In terms of meeting the needs of families 
and childcare providers – new spaces would 
be opened in different locations throughout 
the region, but networked in such a way 
that providers are not working in isolation.  
Part-time employees could fill in at different 
facilities to allow for time off when needed, 
and opportunities for sharing, collaboration, 
and continuous learning and development 
are created.  Administration – and support 
for families with subsidies – could also be 
centralized.

Embracing a co-operative model for this 
networked approach allows for multiple 
sources of financing, as well as shared 
ownership – reducing the economic 
risk and administrative burden for each 
operator.  This will also increase the ability 
to provide affordable care and fair wages, as 
revenue does not rely primarily on fees.

A phased approach is recommended: 
Start to create the first facilities through 
succession planning of retiring family 
daycare providers.  Then bring in license-
not-required operators who would like to 
have a facility to run daycare out of rather 
than their own homes. 

In response to community engagement 
feedback, this is a potentially appropriate 
local solution in that it recognizes the 
preference for small and personalized 
childcare options, and it disperses the 
solution across the geographic region for 
accessibility and ease of operations. 

Portable units designed 
to childcare licensing 
specifications
Given the fact that renovation of existing 
buildings can be prohibitively expensive – 
and sometimes does not lead to optimal 
design for quality childcare provision, 
another option is the purchase of 
childcare-specific modular units, as used 
by the University of British Columbia’s 
childcare facilities.   Details can be 
found here: https://planning.ubc.ca/
vancouver/projects-consultations/under-
construction/academic-lands/acadia-
modular-child-care.

Another reason this option may be 
preferred over the purchase of existing 
homes is the ability to place them in 
locations that are ideal for meeting current 
need, and with access to parks and/or 
natural spaces.
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Appendix G: Local 
Initiatives to Date
In addition to the tireless work of 
current childcare providers, parents, 
guardians, family members, and friends 
– whose labour and commitment often 
goes unrecognized – there have also 
been a number of more formalized local 
initiatives striving to help address these 
childcare challenges.

PRACL childcare needs 
assessment
In 2013, Powell River Association of 
Community Living (PRACL) – now 
inclusion Powell River (iPR) - published 
a childcare needs assessment (Powell 
River Association for Community 
Living, 2013).  150 parents/guardians 
responded to the survey, and responses 
indicated a need for childcare in the 
region that was likely to continue to 
grow for at least 5-10 years.  Since 
circumstances in the community have 
changed in the years between, specific 
data about demand gathered at that 
time will not be referenced here.  
However, the report provides useful 
information that is relevant to the 
current project in that it speaks to the 
feasibility of opening new spaces in this 
region.

At the time, PRACL was exploring the 
possibility of opening a childcare facility.  
This prospect was received positively 
by survey respondents, 95% of whom 
stated they would consider using a 
new PRACL childcare facility, and 92% 
of whom favoured a location near the 
hospital (Powell River Association for 
Community Living, 2013).  Additional 
conclusions of the needs assessment 
stated that:

The creation of a professional 
quality childcare facility that meets 
current childcare demands, will be an 
added value to the community and 
support and accelerate Powell Rivers 
economic development; …

Whether the expansion of PRACL’s 
currently existing range of childcare 
services would be financially viable, 
depends on PRACL’s ability to create 
a business model that combines 
high quality after school care for 
5-12 year olds and daycare for 0-4 
year olds with high flexible days, 
extended opening hours and a high 
quality activities to meet the current 
demand; …

A high demand for flexibility in the 
amount of days caregivers require, 
may make a viable response to 
the current demand a challenge. 
Close collaboration with Powell 
Rivers biggest employers and/or the 
Regional District to create a feasible 
alternative should be investigated. 
(Powell River Association for 
Community Living, 2013, p. 15)

As it turns out, this facility never became 
a reality.  

VIU’s ECEC program
As is clear from the statistics and 
community engagement findings above, in 
addition to space there is a severe shortage 
of ECEs in the qRD.  In order to address 
the childcare challenges in the region, this 
is an area that needs to be addressed – and 
gains have been made in recent years.  The 
training to become an Early Childhood 
Educator is extensive.  A diploma is a two-
year program, consisting of five practica 
(unpaid work placements).  Ideally, these 
practica will set students up with the 500 
hours of supervised practice that is required 
by the ECE Registrar.  If not, graduates 
must complete this additional requirement 
before being fully qualified to offer licensed 
care.  Furthermore, throughout their 
careers workers must continue investing in 
professional development to stay current.  
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Most often, professional development 
opportunities are not provided locally.

After three attempts, the Powell River 
campus of VIU welcomed an on-campus 
cohort of 14 ECEC students in September 
2019.  This was made possible through an 
extensive proposal that made a strong case 
for more training for ECEs in the Powell 
River region (n.a., 2019).  It outlines the 
demographics in the area, including rate of 
child poverty (1 in 4) and the fact that ECE 
job vacancies are challenging to fill. “More 
centers close each year than open while the 
number of children needing care rises” (p. 
6).  The EYPT survey indicates more than 
50% of parents/guardians of children under 
five in the region are facing challenges with 
their childcare situation.  All of this while 
the birthrate is steadily climbing and new 
families with children aged 0-5 are moving 
to the region.  

The proposal for a local ECE intake at 
VIU included a special focus on Infant 
and Toddler designation, in response to 
community need, as well as a commitment 
to culturally relevant and respectful 

instruction for Indigenous students, 
which includes addressing barriers to 
education (including tuition funding and 
flexible scheduling).  This proposal was 
successful, and in 2019 the program began, 
offering its 12 students the options of a 
Basic Certificate or an Infant and Toddler 
Specialization.  

Not only is the program providing training 
for more local ECEs who will be qualified 
to offer quality care, but it has also been 
steadily nurturing vital partnerships with 
the three local governments, the EYPT, 
and others who are invested in the issue of 
childcare – strengthening the collaboration 
and collective potential within our region to 
address these challenges together.  

The current cohort of ECEC students 
will be completing their studies in 
December 2020.  It is important to 
consider educational pathways that are 
sustainable over time (S. Grieve, personal 
communication, 7 February, 2020).
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EYPT strategic plan
The EYPT is comprised of 14 professionals 
who gather monthly, engage in research 
and projects, and who have developed a 
strategic plan for moving forward, grounded 
in four guiding principles (see sidebar).  
Over the past four years, the EYPT has 
been shedding light on the local childcare 
landscape by surveying parents.  Their most 
recent survey, conducted in 2018, indicates 
38.7% of the 155 respondents experience 
challenges related to childcare for their 
children aged five or younger.  Reasons 
for these challenges are wide-ranging, but 
65% of respondents identified cost as a 
barrier.  28.4% of respondents indicate 
childcare challenges effect their ability to be 
employed, given work hours do not reflect 
the hours childcare facilities operate.  Their 
research to date has helped to provide a 
clear sense of the need for a region-wide 
childcare plan.  

In their most recent strategic plan (Early 
Years Planning Table, 2018), the EYPT 
identified three priorities: Parenting 
support and education, community data 
and feedback, and quality care.  Each 
priority area has clear goals, deliverables, 
and timelines attached.  Additionally, 
each specific strategy is attached to a 
particular individual to ensure accountability 
in implementation.  It is through this 
initiative that the provincial grant for the 
current project was obtained.  Members 
of the EYPT have been extremely valuable 
sources of information and guidance in its 
implementation, and this committee will be 
a key player in region-wide efforts moving 
forward. 

EYPT Guiding Principles

1. We believe in inclusiveness therefore we will:

a. Ensure our programs and initiatives are accessible
b. Ensure planning involves the broader community

2. We believe in community capacity therefore we will:

a. Promote community connection, belonging, involvement and family health
b. Respond to community needs through consultation

3. We believe in professional collaboration therefore we will:

a. Establish effective and efficient communication
b. Share decision making and responsibilities
c. Ensure evidence-based, family-centred practice 

4. We believe in making a difference therefore we will:

a. Provide meaningful programs and services
b. Remain relevant, daring and inspired in our practice
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Social Planner
Until recently, much of the work that 
has been happening in the arena of 
childcare has been piecemeal.  However, 
in the Spring of 2019, the City of Powell 
River – in partnership with the qRD and 
Tla’amin Nation – hired a Social Planner.  
The mandate of the Social Planner is 
four-fold: housing, poverty reduction, 
social cohesion, and early years – as 
recommended in a proposed social plan 
for the Powell River region in 2017 
(Kaaij & Newbury, 2017).  Housing, 
poverty, and social isolation all impact 
families’ abilities to address childcare 
challenges, so having a ‘point person’ 
whose job it is to coordinate all of these 
efforts is vital to ensuring a region-wide 
approach that is informed, cohesive, 
holistic, and strategic.  

Additionally, many opportunities (such 
as grant applications which can create 
jobs and other opportunities in our 
region) are time-sensitive, and it is 
challenging for people who are working 
off the sides of their desks to ensure 
timely completion of these tasks.  Thus, 
having a Social Planner in our region 
positions us very well for taking bold 
and progressive next steps to addressing 
childcare challenges.
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Sunshine Coast Youth Council  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proposed and written by Gibsons Youth Councillors, Eilis MacKenzie and Gravity Guignard.  

 
Sunday, May 31, 2020 

 

 



Introduction 
The purpose of a Sunshine Coast Youth Council is to bring together and amplify the voices of 
young people on the Sunshine Coast.  
 
Youth voice is important because it offers new perspectives and solutions that haven’t been seen 
before. Upcoming adults will also be affected by the decisions made by local government bodies, 
and should therefore have a voice regarding issues, especially those such as affordable housing 
and environmental sustainability. This is an opportunity for youth to step out of the classroom 
and learn about government first hand, while strengthening their leadership skills and engaging 
with the community.  
 
Youth Delegates 
The council would consist of students in grades 9-12, who are residents of one or more of the 
following districts:  
 
The number of delegates allotted to each district is noted next to the name. Accommodations can 
be made if Regional Districts want more or fewer delegates.  
 

● Town of Gibsons - 1 delegate  
● District of Sechelt - 1 delegate 
● shíshálh Nation - 1 delegate 
● Sunshine Coast Regional District - 1 delegate per each area  
● City of Powell River - 1 delegate 
● Tla’amin Nation - 1 delegate 
● qathet Regional District - 1 delegate per each area  
● Squamish Nation - 1 delegate 

 
Interested students would submit a resume and cover letter as an application to be reviewed by 
their school and respective councils/boards. We will also require applicants to fill out an 
application form to determine what municipality they would represent on the council or board 
based on where they live.  
 
Start Date 
The application period should open in early September with the intention of the first council 
meeting being held late in October.  
 
General Logistics 

1) Once a month the Youth Council would meet in person or via Zoom. Each month there 
would be a theme (ie. Women in politics, water usage on the Sunshine Coast, tourism on 
the Sunshine Coast, etc.) The Youth Council would discuss the theme and unanimously 
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decide on a goal they’d like to see the Sunshine Coast work towards and what steps 
councils can take to do so. 
❖ If possible guest speakers would present on that meeting’s topic. 

2) The delegates would then go back to the council that they represent and present the goal 
the Youth Council decided on, as well as giving a report to council about what the Youth 
Council had to say.  

3) The meetings would take place either in a fixed location, or on a rotating basis. For 
example, Bill Beamish has said that the Youth Council could use Gibsons Council 
Chambers. If any other community has a space that could be used free of cost, then we 
could consider a more central location or the rotating basis idea.  

4) There would be snacks and drinks provided at the meetings. 
5) The councillors would not receive financial compensation. 

 
Structure of Youth Council 

1) Leadership Roles (these could be rotating, shared, or maintained throughout the year): 
❖ Chair: This person would be responsible for facilitating discussions/keeping 

meetings on track. 
❖ Secretary: This person would handle council correspondence. 

2) Advisory board that oversees council activities and offers support and guidance should 
the council need it. The board will be required to set an opening and closing date for the 
application period each year. One member would be required to be present at each Youth 
Council meeting. 
❖ 3 members:  

Ex. a school principal, a teacher, a regional director, municipal councillor, etc...  
 
Youth Council Rules 

1) Each councillor will serve a one year term (September-June), with the opportunity to 
reapply at the end of each term.  

2) If a delegate misses three meetings in a row without a reasonable explanation then they 
will be removed from the delegate position.  

 
Budget 
To get this idea off the ground, we are asking for a budget of $50 per delegate. Each district will 
pay according to their number of delegates. With the ideal number of 16 delegates this budget 
will total to $800. This budget would initially be for six months, just to see how far the money 
will stretch. This $800 will be spent on a Zoom membership ($20/month), food and drinks for 
each meeting, transportation costs (bus and ferry fare) for those who cannot get a ride, and any 
other additional costs that arise. One such cost that we can foresee could be something like 
running a booth at local festivals. 
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Brooks Secondary School 

5400 Marine Ave, Powell River, BC, V8A 2L6 T: (604) 483-3171  F:(604) 483-3127 

 

 

Brooks Parent Teacher Interview Plan: Pandemic Adjustment 

 
 

PROPOSAL 
Grade 8,9 Parent Teacher Interview Day 
To have no classes for Grades 8 and 9 students on December 2, 2020 to afford time for teachers to 
connect with parents from their two classes that day virtually through Zoom or on the phone.  The 
proposal was also brought to the Brooks PAC meeting on Tuesday October 13, 2020.  The plan was 
reviewed in full at the meeting and has their support.   
 

BACKGROUND 
Two Schools, One Building 
At Brooks we have concurrent programs running which is represented by the pre-grad and graduation 
program.  Grade 8 and 9 classes are linear (full-year) in nature which is more akin to an elementary or 
middle-school model.  The students and teachers stay together all year in the same classes (in a few 
cases right next door to each other).  The linear model affords us a chance to build strong connections 
with students, staff, and families.  The opportunity to speak directly with families is important and we 
want to make sure this can happen for our Grades 8 and 9 students.  For our Grade 10-12 classes they 
are being run in a two course per term model.  The biggest difference is that these students will change 
their classes and teachers four times this year.  There is an alternate plan already in place for these 
students and their families.   
 

CHALLENGES 
Limiting Community Access  
As important as it is to have good communication with parents this has never been more difficult inside 
a pandemic.  We had to cancel our early dismissal days originally planned on October 21, 2020 and 
March 17, 2021 because we are limiting access to our building due to the pandemic.   
 
Following Practices in Place  
Brooks would like to follow a similar model to what is already established at our elementary schools.  
Our teachers will be connecting with the students of their families from their two classes that day. 
 
Appropriate Lead Time 
In terms of timing we want to give fair notice to families to both plan and be prepared for the day as it is 
a change that has come out of the pandemic.  Considering also that that December 2nd lands around the 
one third point of the year and right after the first report card goes home we know it will be a very 
successfully timed parent teacher interview day.  
 



SCHOOL ACT COMPLIANCE 
Prescribed minimum hours of instruction 
(2)subject to subsection (3), the following are the prescribed minimum hours of instruction that a board 
must offer to students enrolled in the schools in its school district in the 2019/2020 school year and 
subsequent school years: 
(a)853 hours of instruction for students in kindergarten; 
(b)878 hours of instruction for students in grades 1 to 7; 
(c)952 hours of instruction for students in grades 8 to 12. 
(3)There are no prescribed minimum hours of instruction that a board must offer to students enrolled in 
a distributed learning school. 
[en. B.C. Reg. 6/2018, s. 1.] 
 
Brooks Instructional Minutes Calculations:  
September 8, 9:  2 days 
Term 1                  44 days 
Term 2                   45 days 
Term 3                  45 days 
Term 4                  45 days 
Total Days            181 days 
 
181 days:  Each day has 320 minutes instructional minutes based on our 4x80 minute day of classes.  The 
total year’s schedule which is works out to 181 days x 320 minutes/day = 57920 minutes or 965.33 
hours (over by 13.33 hrs).  When we subtract Dec 2nd we now end up with 960.13 which is now over 
by 8 hours.   
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 189 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number BB47013
From Title Number 309888

Application Received 2010-03-30

Application Entered 2010-03-30

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 011-182-873
Legal Description:

LOT 19 DISTRICT LOT 5542 GROUP 1 NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLAN 5389
EXCEPT PLAN BCP43176

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:34:10

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BB47013 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 011-182-873

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/5389/////19
MARG:REM

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 19 DISTRICT LOT 5542 GROUP 1 NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLAN 5389
  EXCEPT PLAN BCP43176

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  PLAN BCP43176
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP5389

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1
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Status: Filed Plan #: VAP5173RX App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 1998-02-17 RQST: 2020-06-19 15.50.16
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 384594
From Title Number 381233

Application Received 1958-05-07

Application Entered 1958-05-22

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES POWELL RIVER DISTRICT

NO. 47
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 009-726-373
Legal Description:

LOT 5 (EXPLANATORY PLAN 5173) BLOCK 36 DISTRICT LOT 450 PLAN 9240

Legal Notations
THIS CERTIFICATE OF TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE LAND COMMISSION ACT
SEE AGRICULTURAL LAND RESERVE PLAN NO. 4, DEPOSITED 12/12/1974
D.H. STURCH, REGISTRAR
PART EXCLUDED 23/10/1984 SEE DF M82368 FILED WITH AGRICULTURAL LAND
RESERVE PLAN NO. 4, D.N. ELLIS/CP

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: POSSIBILITY OF REVERTER
Registration Number: 384594
Registration Date and Time: 1958-05-07 14:20
Registered Owner: CATALYST PAPER CORPORATION

INCORPORATION NO. 55302A
Transfer Number: BA151513
Remarks: SEE 384594L

(CHARGE ADDED TO TITLE BY WAY OF CORRECTION,
SEE CR. NO. BM181088 AND BM181089)

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:43:08

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $N/A  

Title Number: 384594 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:43:08

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $N/A  

Title Number: 384594 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 009-726-373

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/9240///36//5
MARG:EP5173

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 5 (EXPLANATORY PLAN 5173) BLOCK 36 DISTRICT LOT 450 PLAN 9240

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  REFERENCE PLAN VAP5173RX
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP9240

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1
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Status: Filed Plan #: VAP5788 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 1998-02-17 RQST: 2020-06-19 16.03.14
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Status: Filed Plan #: VAP9092 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 1998-02-17 RQST: 2020-06-19 16.02.51
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 161334
From Title Number S4439K

79231K

Application Received 1946-10-31

Application Entered 1946-11-09

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF POWELL RIVER

DISTRICT #47
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 011-079-223
Legal Description:

LOT 1 DISTRICT LOT 4173 PLAN 5788

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:52:18

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 161334 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 011-079-223

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/5788/////1
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 1 DISTRICT LOT 4173 PLAN 5788

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP5788

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 320535
From Title Number 320534

Application Received 1955-01-17

Application Entered 1955-02-01

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES, SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 009-760-989
Legal Description:

LOT A BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 4172 PLAN 9092

Legal Notations
THE LAND IS WITHIN THE WILDWOOD LIGHT DISTRICT AND IS LIABLE FOR THE
TAXES, TOLLS AND OTHER CHARGES LEVIED OR IMPOSED BY THE TRUSTEES OF
THE SAID DISTRICT, NO 20672

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:52:18

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 320535 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 009-760-989

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/9092/////A
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT A BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 4172 PLAN 9092

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP9092

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 555489
From Title Number 555488

Application Received 1967-07-28

Application Entered 1967-09-25

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.

47 (POWELL RIVER
6906 DUNCAN STREET
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 009-705-422
Legal Description:

LOT 1 OF LOT B BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 4172 PLAN 9289

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:52:18

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 555489 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 009-705-422

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/9289/////1
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 1 OF LOT B BLOCK 5 DISTRICT LOT 4172 PLAN 9289

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP9289

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 188 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number GB53774
From Title Number 161334

Application Received 1988-05-24

Application Entered 1988-06-13

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF POWELL RIVER

DISTRICT # 47
POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 011-079-266
Legal Description:

LOT 8 DISTRICT LOT 4173 PLAN 5788

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:52:18

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: GB53774 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 011-079-266

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/5788/////8
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 8 DISTRICT LOT 4173 PLAN 5788

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP5788

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1
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Status: Filed Plan #: VAP8247 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 1998-02-17 RQST: 2020-06-19 14.17.37
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 383976
From Title Number 241660

Application Received 1958-04-28

Application Entered 1958-05-05

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: POWELL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

POWELL RIVER, BC

Taxation Authority Courtenay Assessment Area

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-180-257
Legal Description:

LOT 6 BLOCK 16 DISTRICT LOT 1479 PLAN 8247

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:12:58

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 383976 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 1



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-180-257

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/8247///16//6
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Courtenay Assessment Area

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 6 BLOCK 16 DISTRICT LOT 1479 PLAN 8247

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP8247

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



ParcelMap BC Print Report
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Status: Filed Plan #: VAP4019RX App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 1998-02-17 RQST: 2020-06-22 09.39.54
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Status: Filed Plan #: BCP33576 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 2007-11-19 RQST: 2020-06-22 09.40.59
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Status: Filed Plan #: BCP47217 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 2011-01-14 RQST: 2020-06-22 09.41.34
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 189 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number BB1732741
From Title Number BB191515

Application Received 2011-02-01

Application Entered 2011-02-01

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.47

4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3

Taxation Authority Courtenay Assessment Area

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 015-849-503
Legal Description:

THE SURFACE OF DISTRICT LOT 1 SURVEYED AS LOT 155 MARBLE BAY
FRACTION NO.1 MINERAL CLAIM
EXCEPT PLAN 6958, REFERENCE PLAN 4019, BCP33576, AND BCP47217

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: CHARGE
Registration Number: 8724G
Registration Date and Time: 1945-12-22 10:00
Registered Owner: MARBLE BAY MINING COMPANY LIMITED

(NON-PERSONAL LIABILITY)
Remarks: INTER ALIA

ALL GOLD AND SILVER
SEE ABSOLUTE FEE BOOK VOLUME 65, FOLIO 224

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 13:07:11

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BB1732741 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Nature: COVENANT
Registration Number: BB1736661
Registration Date and Time: 2011-01-14 11:35
Registered Owner: THE CROWN IN RIGHT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 13:07:11

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BB1732741 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 015-849-503

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:U/TEXADA ISLAND//////1
MARG:L155 MAR BAY FR 1 MC REM

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Courtenay Assessment Area

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  THE SURFACE OF DISTRICT LOT 1  SURVEYED AS LOT 155  MARBLE BAY
  FRACTION NO.1  MINERAL CLAIM
  EXCEPT PLAN 6958, REFERENCE PLAN 4019, BCP33576, AND BCP47217

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN BCP47217

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1
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**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708063
From Title Number BW59794

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 025-879-235
Legal Description:

LOT 1 DISTRICT LOT 3684 GROUP 1 NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLAN BCP9601

Legal Notations
SUBJECT TO PROVISOS, SEE BW94972, LAND ACT SECTION 50.
PART FORMERLY CLOSED ROAD PCL 2 PLAN BCP9600 DEDICATED ON PLAN 7307

THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE BW216307

SUBJECT TO PROVISOS, SEE BW94971, LAND ACT SECTION 50.
PART FORMERLY CLOSED ROAD PCL 1 PLAN BCP9600 DEDICATED ON PLAN 7307

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: EASEMENT
Registration Number: BW59798
Registration Date and Time: 2004-02-12 14:11
Remarks: PART SHOWN ON PLAN BCP9602

APPURTENANT TO LOT 2 PLAN BCP9601

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:40:42

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708063 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA2768739
Registration Date and Time: 2012-09-13 15:00
Registered Owner: BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA2768740
Registration Date and Time: 2012-09-13 15:00
Registered Owner: TELUS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

INCORPORATION NO. A55547

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PARTS IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PARTS IN PLAN EPP42366

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:40:42

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708063 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 025-879-235

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/BCP9601/////1
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 1  DISTRICT LOT 3684  GROUP 1  NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT  PLAN BCP9601

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  REF PL. BCP9602
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  PLAN BCP9600
  SUBDIVISION PLAN BCP9601
  PLAN BCP9602
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708054
From Title Number M2824

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-456
Legal Description:

LOT 1 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708054 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708054 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-456

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//1
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 1 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708055
From Title Number M2825

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-464
Legal Description:

LOT 2 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708055 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708055 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-464

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//2
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 2 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708056
From Title Number M2826

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-588
Legal Description:

LOT 3 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708056 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:48

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708056 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-588

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//3
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 3 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708057
From Title Number M2827

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-626
Legal Description:

LOT 4 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708057 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708057 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-626

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//4
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 4 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708058
From Title Number M2828

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-642
Legal Description:

LOT 5 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708058 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708058 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-642

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//5
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 5 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708059
From Title Number M2820

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-774
Legal Description:

LOT 6 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708059 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708059 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-774

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//6
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 6 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708060
From Title Number M2821

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-804
Legal Description:

LOT 7 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708060 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708060 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-804

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//7
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 7 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708061
From Title Number M2822

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-871
Legal Description:

LOT 8 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708061 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708061 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-871

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//8
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 8 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number CA2708062
From Title Number M2823

Application Received 2012-08-09

Application Entered 2012-08-21

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3
"IN TRUST" SEE 548243L

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-662-898
Legal Description:

LOT 9 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

Legal Notations NONE

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997591
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42365

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: CA3997592
Registration Date and Time: 2014-10-01 16:15
Registered Owner: CITY OF POWELL RIVER
Remarks: INTER ALIA

PART IN PLAN EPP42366

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708062 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 14:51:49

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Declared Value $0  

Title Number: CA2708062 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 010-662-898

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/7307///4//9
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 9 BLOCK 4 DISTRICT LOT 3684 PLAN 7307

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:
  SRW PLANS EPP42365 & EPP42366

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN VAP7307
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42365
  STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY PLAN EPP42366

AFB/IFB:  MN:  Y  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



ParcelMap BC Print Report

Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS,
USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community

Interest
Parcel Boundaries

Ownership
Road
World Imagery

Low Resolution 15m Imagery
High Resolution 60cm Imagery
High Resolution 30cm Imagery
Citations
1.2m Resolution Metadata

June 19, 2020

Copyright 2018 LTSAâ??
Cadastral data from ParcelMap BC

WARNING: MAP IS NOT PRINTED TO SCALE

±
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Polygon



Status: Filed Plan #: BCP9601 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 2004-02-12 RQST: 2020-06-19 14.49.45

Page 1 of 1

bwong
Polygon



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 98 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number BW59796
From Title Number BV544857

BW94974
BW94975

Application Received 2004-02-12

Application Entered 2004-03-11

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.

47 (POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 025-879-251
Legal Description:

LOT 3 DISTRICT LOT 3684 GROUP 1 NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLAN BCP9601

Legal Notations
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE BB1511102

SUBJECT TO PROVISOS, SEE BW94974, LAND ACT SECTION 50.
PART FORMERLY CLOSED ROAD PCL 4 PLAN BCP9600 DEDICATED ON PLAN 7307

THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE BW216307

SUBJECT TO PROVISOS, SEE BW94975, LAND ACT SECTION 50.
PART FORMERLY CLOSED ROAD PCL 5 PLAN BCP9600 DEDICATED ON PLAN 7307

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:15:09

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BW59796 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



HERETO IS ANNEXED EASEMENT BW59799 OVER PART LOT 2 PLAN BCP9601
SHOWN ON REFERENCE PLAN BCP9602

Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: BW59802
Registration Date and Time: 2004-02-12 14:12
Registered Owner: BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY
Remarks: INTER ALIA

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: BW59803
Registration Date and Time: 2004-02-12 14:12
Registered Owner: TELUS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

INCORPORATION NO. A55547
Remarks: INTER ALIA

Nature: EASEMENT
Registration Number: BW237021
Registration Date and Time: 2004-06-01 15:19
Remarks: PART IN REFERENCE PLAN BCP11408

APPURTENANT TO LOT 2 BCP9601

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:15:09

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BW59796 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 025-879-251

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/BCP9601/////3
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  LOT 3  DISTRICT LOT 3684  GROUP 1  NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT  PLAN BCP9601

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  PLAN BCP11408
  SUBDIVISION PLAN BCP9601
  PLAN BCP9603

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1



ParcelMap BC Print Report

Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS,
USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community

Interest
Parcel Boundaries

Ownership
Road
World Imagery

Low Resolution 15m Imagery
High Resolution 60cm Imagery
High Resolution 30cm Imagery
Citations
1.2m Resolution Metadata

June 19, 2020

Copyright 2018 LTSAâ??
Cadastral data from ParcelMap BC

WARNING: MAP IS NOT PRINTED TO SCALE

±

bwong
Polygon



Status: Filed Plan #: BCP37000 App #: N/A Ctrl #: RCVD: 2008-06-30 RQST: 2020-06-19 15.30.13

Page 1 of 1

bwong
Polygon



**CURRENT INFORMATION ONLY - NO CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 98 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number BB975432
From Title Number CA797393

Application Received 2008-06-30

Application Entered 2008-07-04

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 47

(POWELL RIVER)
4351 ONTARIO AVENUE
POWELL RIVER, BC
V8A 1V3

Taxation Authority Powell River, City of

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 027-554-996
Legal Description:

BLOCK B DISTRICT LOT 5121 GROUP 1 NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT PLAN BCP37000

Legal Notations
THIS TITLE MAY BE AFFECTED BY A PERMIT UNDER PART 26 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT, SEE BB832677

HERETO IS ANNEXED EASEMENT BB975440 OVER BLOCK C PLAN BCP37000

THE LAND IS WITHIN THE WESTVIEW LIGHT, POWER AND WATERWORKS DISTRICT
AND IS LIABLE FOR THE TAXES, TOLLS AND OTHER CHARGES LEVIED OR
IMPOSED BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE SAID DISTRICT FILING NO. 23835

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:24:46

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BB975432 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



Charges, Liens and Interests
Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: BB561966
Registration Date and Time: 2007-10-19 11:08
Registered Owner: BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY
Remarks: INTER ALIA

Nature: STATUTORY RIGHT OF WAY
Registration Number: BB561967
Registration Date and Time: 2007-10-19 11:08
Registered Owner: TELUS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

INCORPORATION NO. A55547
Remarks: INTER ALIA

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-19, 15:24:46

File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: BB975432 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2



PARCEL IDENTIFIER (PID): 027-554-996

SHORT LEGAL DESCRIPTION:S/BCP37000///B
MARG:

TAXATION AUTHORITY:
  1  Powell River, City of

FULL LEGAL DESCRIPTION: CURRENT
  BLOCK B  DISTRICT LOT 5121  GROUP 1  NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT  PLAN BCP37000

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

ASSOCIATED PLAN NUMBERS:
  SUBDIVISION PLAN BCP37000

AFB/IFB:  MN:  N  PE: 0 SL: 1 TI: 1





bwong
Polygon



Status: Filed Plan #: EPP38557 App #: CA3798599   Ctrl #: 139-645-9030 RCVD: 2014-06-25 RQST: 2020-06-09 13.32.10

Page 1 of 1

bwong
Polygon
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ParcelMap BC Print Report

Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS,
USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community
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**CURRENT AND CANCELLED INFORMATION SHOWN**

Title Issued Under SECTION 172 LAND TITLE ACT

Land Title District VANCOUVER
Land Title Office VANCOUVER

Title Number 362637
From Title Number 204420

327434

Application Received 1957-01-22

Application Entered 1957-03-07

Registered Owner in Fee Simple
Registered Owner/Mailing Address: BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES POWELL RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT

NO. 47
NO ADDRESS ON FILE FOR THIS OWNER

Taxation Authority Courtenay Assessment Area

Description of Land
Parcel Identifier: 010-328-050
Legal Description:

AMENDED LOT 1 (EXPLANATORY PLAN 4854) DISTRICT LOT 13 TEXADA ISLAND DISTRICT
PLAN 7891

Legal Notations
TO ALL EXCEPT THE NORTH WEST 150 FEET, THEREOF IS ANNEXED EASEMENT
98580M OVER PART OF DISTRICT LOT 13, SEE 204420L

Charges, Liens and Interests NONE

Duplicate Indefeasible Title NONE OUTSTANDING

Transfers NONE

Pending Applications NONE

Corrections

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-11, 09:23:17
File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 362637 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 1 of 2



CR14297 2014-11-25 14:15:54 TITLE OWNER REMOVED

CR14297 2014-11-25 14:15:54 TITLE OWNER ADDED

TITLE SEARCH PRINT 2020-06-11, 09:23:17
File Reference: 19199 Requestor: Brandon Kwan

Title Number: 362637 TITLE SEARCH PRINT Page 2 of 2
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BCSTA South Coast Branch Collaborative Training session:  
Best practices & strategies in community consultation & engagement in the 
educational setting. 
 
Theresa Mickelson: 
Facilitated a session on communication strategies for trustees at the 2019 BCSTA 
Academy. 
Experience working with and understanding of school boards. 
Develops and facilitates community consultation initiatives. 
Delivers media relations training. 
Is an instructor in emergency information management for the Justice Institute of 
BC.  
 
Session topics include: 
 Good protocols for community engagement - this is mostly the work of staff, 

however good for trustees to understand as well. 

 Understanding and responding to the tough conversations (out and about in the 

community, in the grocery aisle).  

 Exercises around how to deliver key messaging & strategic key messaging.  

 What are the key messages that we want to convey as an board of education and 

how to convey them. 

 Managing community consultation expectations 

 Gain understanding of the IAP2 community engagement spectrum. 

1. inform 
2. consult – (get feedback.) 
3. involve – (partners).  
4. collaborative – (w. partners) 
5. empowering.  

 
More effective learning if we choose a particular topic – for example anti-racism 
response. 
 
Questions for trustees:  
 What are our goals for the session?   

 What are we trying to achieve through community engagement around a 

particular topic (for example anti-racism)?  

 What do we want our communications to support (feedback, decision making, 

process?) 

 Can we anticipate some of the tough question we might be asked about our 

chosen topic? 

Scope and fees: 
Theory and some practical would need half a day. 
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To dig in and learn skills; create tools; participate in key message exercise on 
how to apply the theory – breakout groups taking time to understand the theory 
and work on the messaging would need one full day. 
 
Level one, half a day - $1,500 
Level two, one full day $3,000 (2 half days) Friday/Saturday possible. Would 
include a communication guide and a tool for assessing 
communication/engagement goals.  
 
Possible dates: 
End of Nov or early Dec. 
January open.  
 
http://mickelsonconsulting.ca/?page_id=2 
 
https://www.jibc.ca/people/therese-mickelson  
JI Bio: 
Therese Mickelson’s 25-plus years of public relations experience ranges from 
managing corporate communications and media relations for both 
government and the private sector, to implementing communications strategies 
during crises such as evacuations due to major condominium fires and natural 
disasters such as the 100-year flood in Manitoba. With that experience in hand, 
she now teaches the Information Officer and occasionally, the Crisis 
Communications courses for JIBC’s Emergency Management programs. 
 

http://mickelsonconsulting.ca/?page_id=2
https://www.jibc.ca/people/therese-mickelson
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Webinar for Eli Mina’s Clients 
Date: Monday, October 26th, 2020 
Time: 1 to 4 p.m. 
Hosted by: CivicExcellence.com 
 

“Robert’s Rules & Responsible Governance” 
Attendees: Elected Officials and Management 
 
Featuring Eli Mina, a well respected Board Effectiveness Consultant and Registered Parliamentarian, this 
half day webinar will assist your Board and Management in conducting productive meetings, using rules of 
order sensibly and intelligently, and achieving excellence in decision-making. You will identify helpful habits 
that should be embraced and potentially damaging habits that should be abandoned. This webinar builds, in 
part, on Eli Mina’s book “101 Boardroom Problems and How to Solve Them.”  Topics include: 
  

 Key principles and rules for meetings, including virtual meetings; 
 Roles of the Chair and meeting participants in ensuring effectiveness; 
 Quorum and voting issues; Processing motions and amendments; 
 Knowledge-based decision-making: Goals, Principles and Challenges; 
 Governing in the face of conflicting views, values and principles;  
 Consensus versus majority decision-making (“solidarity” of voting body); 
 Balancing organizational interests versus constituency interests (“two-hat” dilemma); 
 Interactions between elected members and staff; 
 Interactions with the community. 

 

Webinar Leader 
Eli Mina, M.Sc., P.R.P., is a Vancouver-based Board Effectiveness Consultant and Registered 
Parliamentarian.  Since 1984, Eli has advised his clients on chairing contentious meetings, 
demystifying the rules of order, preventing and dealing with disputes and boardroom problems, 
achieving informed decisions, and minute taking standards. Eli’s clients come from local government, 
school boards, aboriginal organizations, credit unions, regulatory bodies, and the non-profit sector.  Eli 
is the author of five books, including “101 Boardroom Problems & How to Solve Them” and “Mina’s 
Guide to Minute Taking.”  His website has over 120 articles at www.elimina.com/insights.  
 
Fees and Logistics: 
 A special introductory registration fee of $249 plus GST per participant.  US$199 for US clients? 
 Replacement participants to be accepted at no charge. 
 Requests for refunds to be accommodated up until 7 days before a webinar. 
 A PDF handout package to be sent to participants a few days before the webinar.. 
 A PDF version of `101 Boardroom Problems & How to Solve Them’ to be sent to participants after 

a webinar is concluded. 
 Complimentary participant access to the taping of a webinar provided for ___ days. 
 Participants are encouraged to start the learning process before the respective webinar by 

reviewing Eli Mina’s articles at www.elimina.com/insights.  
 

http://www.elimina.com/
http://www.elimina.com/insights
http://www.elimina.com/insights
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Notes and questions for Tracey: 
 
Please review the following notes and let me know what you think: 
 
 Please review page 1 and feel free to suggest changes. 
 If things look ok, please have things set up and tested. Email me the registration link ASAP. 
 Depending on how things go, we may end up scheduling a second webinar. 
 After each webinar, 70% of fees collected plus GST to be forwarded to Eli Mina Consulting. 
 If US participants sign in, price should be US$199. Funds should be kept in US dollars. 
 
Potential logistical issues: 
 Who will monitor the chat? Q&A? 
 Who will share the PPT screen? 
 Who will deal with any technical issues on my end or a participant’s end? 
 
Questions for potential future joint initiatives: 
 NB, NS, AB, SK, ON possibilities (post future elections).  How is your access to these markets? 
 US: IIMC, Municipal Leagues? 
 First Nations and Aboriginal Organizations? Boards of Education? 
 Webinars on Supporting Successful Meetings and Minute Taking Standards (smaller groups)? 
 
 
 
 
Attached is the agenda I am using in the upcoming HALF DAY public webinar. 

 

A FULL DAY WEBINAR (or in-person session) is usually more effective for a session for ONE BOARD.  We can then 

identify and integrate the Board's unique needs, circumstances and issues into the design of such an in-house 

session. 

 

If MORE THAN ONE BOARD is involved, it may be better to start with a half day webinar, and, with the benefit of 

the lessons learned, identify additional topics that would provide value in a SECOND  HALF DAY WEBINAR. 

 

Here are examples of ADDITIONAL TOPICS that have been of interest for full day in-house sessions (or two half 

day sessions): 

 

1. Establishing when it is important to be precise with procedure and when it is more productive to be flexible. 

2. Identifying potentially damaging myths about rules of order. 

3. Role playing the use of meeting procedures that can promote responsible governance. 

4. Expanding the analysis of common habits that can undermine and diminish transparency, trust, and quality 

governance. 

5. Discussing personal evaluations (of the Chair and each Trustee). 

6. Discussing requests and pledges that Trustees and Management make in order to build trust and effectiveness. 

 

I hope this information is useful.  Please let me know if you have additional questions or want to discuss the 

option you want to pursue. 

 

Thanks again Erica for this inquiry.  I am looking forward to a follow-up discussion. 

 

 

http://www.elimina.com/
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Eli Mina 

Meeting Mentor & Registered Parliamentarian Phone 604-730-0377 For articles & ideas click 

on www.elimina.com/insights 
 

  

http://www.elimina.com/
http://www.elimina.com/insights


  

   

Telephone: 604 485 6271    Fax: 604 485 6435 

 

 

 

 

BOARD ANNUAL WORK PLAN 2020-2021 
 

 

  

 July   

  

Events/Action 

 Canadian School Board Associations Congress – July 2nd-5th (Cancelled)  
 

 

  

 August   

  

Agenda Items 
 Back to School Restart Planning 

 

Events/Action 

 Town Hall Forum for a Safe Return to In-Class Instruction 
 
 

  

 September   

  

Agenda Items 
 Board Annual Work Plan (Review) 

 Power to Suspend 

 Maintenance of Order 

 19-20 Annual Report (Review) 

 19-20 Annual Financial Statements (Review) 
 

 

Events/Action 
 Orange Shirt Day – Every Child Matters - September 30th 

 
 
 
 

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 47 (POWELL RIVER) 

4351 Ontario Avenue, Powell River, BC V8A 1V3 



 
 
 
 
  

 October   

  

Agenda Items 
 19-20 Annual Report (Receive) 

 20-21 Strategic & School Growth Plan (Review) 

 19-20 Annual Financial Statements (Adoption) 

 Summer Facility Plan Report (Receive) 

 September 30th Enrolment Information 
 
 

Events/Action 
 BCSTA Meeting of Board Chairs – October 15th 

 BCSTA Provincial Council – October 24th  (virtual) 

 Ministry of Education Joint Partner’s Liaison Meeting – October 16th & 30th (virtual) 

 World Teacher Day 
 

 

  

 November   

  

 

Agenda Items 
 Communications Plan (Review) 

 Long Range Facility Plan (Review) 
 

Events/Action 
 Remembrance Day Assemblies 

 Provide Schedule of Winter Concerts 

 BCSTA Trustee Academy – November 27th – 28th  (virtual) 
 
 
  

 December   

Agenda Items 
 Internal Trustee Elections  

 Committee Appointments 

 Statement of Financial Information (Receive) 

 Review of Annual PR Living Communications (Review) 
 

Events/Action 
 Winter Concerts 

 Sign cards for school and staff appreciation baskets 

CANCELLED 



 
 
 
 
 

  

 January   

  

Agenda Items 
 Strategic & School Growth Plan Interim Reporting (receive) 

 Board Evaluation 

 Superintendent Evaluation  
 

Events/Action 
 Trustee Disclosure Forms Due – January 15th  

 BCPSEA AGM – January 30th - 31st  

 Literacy Week – January 20th – to 27th  
 
 

  

 February   

Agenda Items 
 Amended Annual Budget 

 School Calendar Consultation 
 

Events/Action 
 BCSTA Provincial Council – February 19th – 20th  

 Pink Shirt Day – Anti Bullying  
 

 
  

 March   

 

Agenda Items 
 School Calendar Finalization 

 Review Provincial Motions for the BCSTA AGM 

 21-22 Budget Process Development 
 

Events/Action 
 
  

 April   

  

Agenda Items 
 21-22 Government Grant Review 

 



Events/Action 
 BCSTA Provincial Council – April 18th  
 BCSTA Annual General Meeting – April 15th – 21st  
 Education Week 
 National Professionals Day 

 
  

 May   

  

Agenda Items 
 Annual Facility Grant Planning (Review) 

 

Events/Action 
  

 

 June   

  

Agenda Items 
 Annual Budget (Adoption) 

 Capital Plan (Adoption) 

 Carbon Neutral Action Report (Receive) 

 21-22 Board meeting Calendar (Review) 
 

Events/Action 
 Employee Recognition Luncheon 

 Board Retirement Celebration 

 Graduation Ceremonies 

 Award & Scholarship Event 

 National Indigenous Day 
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